




Opti-Gash™ Robs
In response to industry's demands
for higher production and accu-
racies, and as a result of the
successful introduction of our
Wafer concept for throw-away
tools. PMCf has developed the
Opti-Gash' .. hob.
This hob, designed for a specific
production application, optimizes
the hob design for maximum
benefits in productivity and
generated gear geometry.
Until now, most hobs have been
designed with the minimum
number of gashes to produce a
required gear tooth geometry cou-
pled with [he maximum number
of available resharpenings.
Today's high costs of operation
demand higher production rates

of greater accuracy
fewer, more expensive machines.
The Opti-Gash hob has been
developed to meet these demand-
ing and conflicting requirements.
Our engineers designed this hob
around a specific chip load and
created a tool having an optimum
number of gashes at a diameter
and length [0 suit the machine
capability and part requirement.
The result is a hob which will
produce a high degree of form
accuracy - and a machine cutting
load generating low-spindle
torques - producing as a conse-
quence the highest possible lead
and index accuracy.
The low chip-load, high-quality
tool steel and coatings, along with

efficient cutting geometry result
in higher cutting rates and many
more pieces per sharpening than
with conventional solid or
segmental hobs.
The resulting reduction inmachine
change-over time, resharpening
and recoating costs more than
compensates for the reduced
number of available sharpenings.
Accuracy? The Opti-Gash is
available in all accuracy classes -
better than AA DIN or AGMA
standards if required. For a spe-
cific proposal on an Opti-Gash
hob for your application, send
full part and machine data to your
local representative or contact
the PMCT sales engineer for
your area.

Pfauter-Afaag Cutting Tools
Limited Partnership

1351 Windsor Road. P.O. Box.2950, Loves Park, IL 61132·2950 USA
Telephone 815·877·8900 • FAX 815·877-0264
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. uick set-up, fasl operalion, andg.rinding, flexibilily

make the SNC-31 our most advanced hob
sharpener. This new generation machine is totally CNC
controlled including eNC dressing-particularly important
for spiral flutes.
The SNC-31 is operat,or-friendly with accessible controls
and a 12,'" color graphic monitor. The machine is
designed to grind straight or spiiral fluted hobs up to 14"
00 with flute depths up to 3,5". Thanks to a qui,ck
clamping system and one ot the tastest set-ups in the
industry, productivlity is maximized.
The SNC-31 and the largier capacity SNC-50 can ,grind
with Vitrified, ClBN or Diamond wheels for total hob
sharpening fle.xibility.
Klingelnber,g "Puts it all together" with a host of standard
features, like hilly programmable grinding' cycles,
self-diagnostics and CNC controlled dressing for spiral
fluted hob grindiing ..All are eedlcatsd to. keeping! you
competitive ... and profitable, with today's demanding
,quality rsqulrements.

@ KLI~GELNBERG
- .'.. Puts It all together.

,
The 6-axes, CNC conltrolled
hobsharpeiniingl mac,h,in,e
m!axi~m;iz,esproduct:ivity.

To sharpen hobs and your bottom line, contact:
Klingelnlberg Gear Technology, line.
15200 Foltl. Industrial Parkway
Strongsville, OH 44136
Phone: (216) 572-2100
FAX: (216) 572-0985
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Our New Precision Hobs
Provide Added Resharpenability

... Longer Tool Life.
THE VAST MAJORilTV AAiE HAR:D FIIINISHED ALL THE WAY

10 TIHE BACK OF THE TEiETH BY SKIIV:ING.

Our EDM process for finishing hobs, a
revolutionary and economical method in its
day, has now been completely replaced by
other hard finishing techniques. Under our
new production methods, precision hobs are
hard finished by either skiving or grinding.
depending on the hob geometry.

We now hard finish the vast major.ity afoul'
hobs by skIving ..Hobs produced by this method
provide longer tool life. The skiving process
finishes teeth all. the way to the back. This
provides for extra regrinds. (See illustration.)
These skived hobs have a superb surface finish
and consistently produce higher-quality gears.
TheyaJso accept titanium nitride and other
advanced coatings,

Someo.f our hobs are hard finished by
grinding ..The selection of the grinding process
over the hard skiving process. is determined by
the hob geometry and customer preference.
Due to clearance requirements .of the grinding
wheel, teeth of ground hobs are not finished
all tile way back, which reduces the active tooth
profile. Regardless of the finishing process
used, the new hob production methods now in
place produce hobs of consistently high quality
and uniformity. Statistical Process Control
(SPC) of every production operation and our
employees' commltment to the "Star Quality

Ethic" make this possible. The "Star Quality
Ethic" involves a dedication to quality for our
end product, wcrkenvironment, precesses, and
personal relationships by all cur employees.
Superior products and service are results of this
dedication.

OUf ultimate objective is to consistently
produce. on time, the best quality cutting tools
in the world at a competitive price. AU of us
at Star subscribe to this objective and work
towa,rd it.

For further information regarding OUf new
line of hcbs, contact SrarCut Sales, Inc., P.O.
Box 376, Farmington, M[ 48332-0376; phone
313/474-8200; FAX 313/474-9518.

IHard 'inished'14--------...,.; (skived) all tihe
way lathe back
at the tooth.
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,/ Accuracy- All grinding
operations completed in a
single step.

,/ Rapid Setup' or Cha·ngeover-
Bodies to blades, roughing to
finis'hing\ other diameters.

,/ Full Probing Capabilities -
For both part and wheel
location.

,/ CBN Wheel- IFor better
surface integrity and fi:n(sh.
longer tool life.

These featur·ea· result in uinpreeedented productivity.

CONTACT US FOR FULL DETAILS

.£ELK RAP'IDSE!NGINEERINGI
Subsidiary .QISlar Cutter Company

210 Industrial Park Drive • P.o. 80)(728. E.lk Rapids, MI49629
Phone 61'6/264-5661 • Fax 61'6/264-5663
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Before you buy a CNCGear
Inspection System, ask .

these four ,Questions

1. Can we get complete inspection of
both ,gears and cutting tool:s?
With the M& M ac 3000 System, the answer lis
~. The system will test lead and involute profile
characteristics of internall or external gears and sp'lines.
It is the only universal gear lester available which provides
true index t,esting without expensive attachments. linaddition, !
we have fully·developed software for checking hobs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutters, and other cylindrical paris such as
worms and cams.

Hob Pressere Angle Check Shaver Culter Lead Check

2. Can you customize software to meet our quality-
inspection specifications?
At M' &. M' Precision, we write and develop our own inspection
software., Our technical team can and has implemented in-
spection specifications into specific software tor indi,vidual re-
quirements. Our current library includas line/curve fiUing as
well as modified K-charl analysis routines.

Una/Curve Filling Modified K-Chart Analysis

3. OK, you can inspect gears
and ,cutting tools. What else is available to

aid us in quality control of the manufa,cturing
process?

AI M & M Precision, we have tully integrated such advanced
software packages as Statistical'Process Control and Tooth
Topography into our standard testing software. Our SPC pro-
gram 'can identify non-random variations and provide early
warning of variations which are approaching tolerance !Iimits.
Our Tooth Topography software features automatic testing of
leadand involute at multiple locauons and provides two- and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC Run Chart TopofQgicaJ Map

4. 100 you have the technical support teamand in-
stallaUon 'experience' to back up the hardware and
software provided?
At M &. M Precision, we have a technical team with over 45
man-years of experience in developing ,oNC gear lnspectlcn
hardware and software ..A.IIsoftware for our ac 3000 System
has been developed in-house. In addition, we 'have woriking
installations at these leadingl companies:

• General Motors - ,oincinnati Milacron
- TRW • Chrysler
- Ford Motor- Pratt & Whitney
• Warner Gear- IRock:etdyne

For details on our advanced ac :3000 System and available
software, contact M & M Precision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449,513/859-8273.

M&M PREC/S/ClN
SYSTEMS

AN ACME CLEVELANO COMP;t!N'Y
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To Market.
To Market

m few months ago at an AGMA """""?"r'.I wa,Ssurprised b.y the fever .. h note
I taking that went on at a pre ental ion on marketing. The sight reminded me that whillemany of
I

us in tbe gear industryare good engineers, designers, and managers. we are often

not as familiar - or comfortable - with less concrete concepts, such as marketing.

We tend to like things neat and quantifiable, and marketing isn't always that way. Marketing

doesn't heve convenient ' tandards or pecifications tha:t. when plugged in. give "right" answers.

MaJ'keting solutions are not available on trig tables. But if we are to compete effectively in today's

grueling bu. inessclimate, we have to overcome our aversion and our ignorance of this ubject and

learn to use it effectively, Good marketing can often help you take

the lead over yOUI'competitors when aU other factors are equal.

BUI what exactly is marketing? [nits broadest sense, market-

ing :involves every aspect of yOUI'company's operations - produc-

tion" delivery, research and development, advertising. sales ami

promotion" customer relations .. It is the 'lOlal combination of

functions - the products you. make, the egment of the market

you're trying to reach, the mes ages conveyed by your advertis-

ing and ale materials, your responses to eu tomer inquiries «

thattaken together produce your company's image in the market-

place. Done right it makes for those most valuable commodities,

company reputation and 11arne recognition, which in tum, make

for increased sales.

Some parts ofmarkeling may seem. far removed from build-

ing gears, Unfamiliar terminology likce"repositioning," "corpo-

rate image," "product research," and "media relations" are apt to

crop up, in marketing discussions, But image or perception are important in the marketplace. What

good doe it do to build the best gear in the world if customers don't know that, or, worse yet. think

that you don't? And no one is better able or more willing to spread the word about your company and

products than you are. If you're not committed to developing a favorable image for your company,

who will be? (Continued 011 page 36)
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VIEWP'OINT '
----- --

Dear Editor.
III Mr. Yefim KOLlyar', article "Re-

verse Engineering" in til Jul,y/August
issue.I found an error lintil '~onnula used
[0 calculate the ACt = ACluallead from
the ASL = Assumed lead.

The eoneetferrnula should read ACL
= ASL *0 ... error/(£:ace*tan(BHA), - er-
ror». instead 'ofACL = ASL ...*(1...errorl
fa e*ta.n(BHA».

The formula i derived.as follow :
1) FG = A~*DElA~ = AF"'BC/AD
2) AD - AB - BD =AB ·EC, since DEI
/BC array AB = BC*tanBHA substi·
tuting in the identity (2)1give: AD =
BC*tan BHA -EC = Face"'tanBHA -
error,

Therefore, from I( 1) we derive:
DC-FiKe
1\1'-11" BO
Ii -EmIr
FM.AS1.(_!coId)
1'0 - An (A<luaI laid!
Anlt.: ARJ • 110"- Rl,hI Anile
oe;- Be
~I.,.,.,Angl,mG .. 90"

G

3)FC = AF*BC/(B *tanB.HA - EO. =
7t*BB*/(Face*tanBHA • error)
4) A~;;;;;;FH*tanBHA or 7t*BD =
ASL *tanBHA.

Substituting in (3) x*SD we get
FG=ASt"'tanB H A'" Facel

(Face"'tanBHA - error) -
ASL "'Face*llmBHA/
(F,'lce*tanBHA - error)
This equation can. be arranged in th

forms:
FG = (ASt *Face"'tanBHA.- error +
elTOr)/(Facc"'tanBHA - error)

which gives the wanted 'equation,
S) ACL = ASL*(t + error/ (Faoe'"
lanBHA - error).

:8, QE"!I TECHNOLOGY



lam sure th-<lt Mr. Kotlyar has h.isil pays because the rogue gears can be
formularight and the error is the result of intercepted before they are built into
a typo, therefore, he will pardon my equipment. Statistical checking is not
intrusion. normally used, partly becau ethe ob-
Sante Basili. V.P. jective is to weed out the 5% of poor
SU America, Inc. gear in lead of having to tighten toler-

ance expen ively,ancl partly because
S.P. te ling is now so fast, it is relatively
cheap.

Cycle times for testing can easily be
faster than 2/mi.nute.,and if many gears
are being te ted. a special purpose tester
can be set. up at 20% of the cost of'atest
which does "everything".

An additional advantage of S.F. test-
ing is that, unlike double flank te ling,
it can be done at fun load quite cheaply,
either on a development rig or 'on a
production test rig, and this gives addi-
tional information about the effects of

Mr. Kotlyar replies:
Dr. Basili is right: The correct formula

for determining an actual lead should be
ACL = ASL*(1 + Error!

F.ace*Tan{BHA) -Errorj),

The formula used in the article. ACL
'" ASL *( W+ Error(Face*Tan (BHA»).
i an apprexirnation forrnula which has
ome degree of inaccuracy. Forexample,

let's assumea gearof2S0 helix angle, 1"
face width, and with an error detected
during lead check of om" .

Results calculated by th correct f01-

mula are
ACL '" ASL *( + .0I/( I.*tan(25) - .0]))
= ASL*1.02191.
Resultscalculated by the approxima-

Lionformula are:
ACL = ASL *(1 + .01/(1*tan(25)) =

ASL*L02144.
As you can see, the inaccuracy for

the leadcorrection multiplier appears only
inthefourthdigitafterthedecimalpoau If
!he Lead error detected olillle inspection
machine is .001". then the inaccuracy
would be even smaller. appearing only j,n
the sixth digit aflerthe decimal point.

Nevertheless, it is conceivable that
the use of Dr. Basili's more precise f01-

mula would result in afewer number of
iterations for determining actual lead.

Dear Editor:
May I reinforce what my namesake

Robert E. Smith said in your September!
October issue about the use of single
flank testing?

Single flank testing i e ential for
worm and bevel gears if noise or vibra-
tion is a problem, and al 0 for parallel
axi gears if noise is a problem in a
erirical installation or if accuracy mat-
ters.es for printing problem .

In Britain orne companies already
use 100% checking ofS.. and find that

torque on load sharing betweenteeth
and on the effects of alignment between
teeth all noise levels.

Some British firms have already
found that they need a "commercial"
S..F. tester asa production control and
an additional cheap "high speed" set
far use in their development test shop ..
On a long and complicated gear train,
ocb a that ana large printer, it isa

great advantage to be able to measure
accuracy between shafts 30 meters
apart directly at any speed up La fun
speed.

Although AGMA has not yet estab-
Iished tolerances for S.F. tests, DIN specs
have listed them. la practice. however,
..pecifications are little help. but a couple
of sets of gears built into equipment
rapid[y establishes allowable tolerance
on a production line.

The great advantage of S.. test-
ing is that. for noise control, it is so
much faster (cheaper) and easier than
using separate pitch, involute, and
helix check, that it is by far the most
economical way of keeping a check
on ubcontractors, In time it lis the
economics which will lead to much
greater use.
J. D rek Smith
Cambridge University CI RCI!.lE A-8·ol1 IREADER REPI.. V CA'RD
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10 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

A Rational Procedure
for Designing

Minimum- Weight
Gears

IRobert IErrichelio
GEARJECH
Albany. CA

Abstract: A simple, closed-form procedure is teeth no larger than necessary to balance the
presented for designing minimum-weight spur pitting resistance and bending strength.
and helical gearsets ...The procedure includes Gear design is not the same as gear analysis.
methods for optimizing addendum modification Existing gearsets can only be analyzed. not
for maximum pitting and wear resistance,
bending strength. or scuffing resistance ..

Introduction
Gear design is a process of synthesis where

gear geometry. materials, heat treatment,
manufacturing methods, and lubrication are se-
lected to' meet the performance requirements of
a given application. The designer must design
the gearset with adequate pitting resistance,
bending strength, and scuffing resistance to
transmit the required power for the design life.
With the algorithm presented here, one can se-
lect materials and heat treatment within the
economic constraints and limitations of manu-
facturing facilities. and optimize the gear ge-
ometry to satisfy constraints 011 weight. size, and
configuration, This article assumes that the gear
ratio is known. Methods already exist' for choos-
ing the ratio of each gearset in a multistage
gearbox to minimize overall. weight. The gear
designer can minimize noise level and operating
temperature by minimizing the pitch line velocity
and sliding velocity. This is done by specifying
high gear accuracy and selecting material
strengths consistent with maximum material
hardness, to obtain minimurn-sizegearsets with

j
designed. While design is more challenging
than analysis, current textbooks do not provide
procedures for designing minimum-weight gears.
They usuaUy recommend that the number of
teeth in the pinion be chosen based solely on
avoiding undercut. This article win show why
th:is practice or any procedure which arbitrarily
selects the number ofpiniol'! teeth will not result
in minimum-weight gearsets. Althoughthere
have been many technical papers on gear de-
signs (see Refs. 2-3, for example) most advocate
using computer-ba ed search algorithms which
are unnecessary. Tucker" came the closest to an
efficient algorithm, but he did not. show how to
find the optimum number ofteeth forthe pinion.

Optimum Number of Pinion Teeth
The optimum number of pinion teeth maxi-

mizes the load capacity of a gearset, Fig. 1
shows that load capacity is limited by surface
fatigue, bending fatigue, or scuffing. depending
on the number of teeth in the pinion. Also, there
isa lower limit to tbe number of teeth. below
which undercut occurs. The shaded zone in Fig,
1 is bounded by all three failure-mode curves
and the undercut limit. It applies to a homolo-
gous class of gears with a specific combination



(N )optimum = ootimum number of oinion teethpi - r r

(xl)min = minimumaddendum modification

coefficient to avoid undercut

<P,e "" normal generating pressure angle

<Ps "" transverse generating pressure angle

\jI "" standard generating helix angles -

C~ ""distance to SAP' (See Fig ..2)

Cs ""distance to EAP (See Fig. 2)

C6"" distance between interference points

(See Fig. 2)

Ca = application factor

Co= combined dreating factor

CL "" pitting resistance life factor

Cm ;;; load distribution factor

C = elastlccoeffielem (Cp = 2300 for steel)
p

Cs = size factor

Cv = dynamic factor

d = operating pisch diameter of pinion

.F = net face width

"B = Brinell hardness

I= pining resistance geometry factor

J = bending strength geometry factor

K = pitting resistance constant·c '

KD "" combined dreating factor

KL ""bending strength life factor

KI ""bending strength constant

m "" aspect (Ffd) ratio
II

mG "" gear ratio (rna ~ ])

N = number of load cycles

nc ;;; pitting resistance safety factor

N ""number of teeth in pinion
p

n = pinion speed (rpm)
II'

0, = bending strength safety factor

P = transmitted horsepower

P "" normal diarnetral pitch
n

Sac"" allowable (uncorrected) contact stress

Sal = allowable (uncorrected) bending stress

Soc = contact strength

Snt = bending strength

Subscripts/sign convention

p = pinion

1 = pinion, 2 = gear

(±) "" upper sign external gearsets, lower sign

internal gearsets

of gear geometry, material properties, and appli-
cation requirements. The relative positions of
the curves changeas these parameters change.
This is not a disadvantage to the gear designer
because the algorithm presented here directly
solves for the optimum number of pinion teeth,
making it unnecessary to draw Fig. 1, which is
shown strictly for demonstrating the concept of
the optimum number of pinion teeth ..The curve
marked "Surface Fatigue". representing the

capacity is controlled by bending fatigue, while
for fewer teeth (to the left of point "A"). load
capacity is controlled bysurface fatigue.

The two failure modes are quite different.
Surface fatigue usually progresses relatively
slowly. starting with a few pits. which may
increase in num ber and coal esce into large spalls,
As the tooth profiles deteriorate with pitting, the
gears generate noise and vibration, which warns
of the surface fatigue failure. In contrast, bend-

pitting resistance of the gearset, is relatively flat, ing fatigue may progress rapidly as a fatigue
being onJy weakly influenced by the number of crack propagates across the base of a tooth,
pinion teeth. In contrast, the curve marked
"Bending Fatigue", representing the bending
strength. depends strongly on the number of
pinion teeth.and it drops rapidly as the number
of teeth increases. Maximum load capacity oc-
curs at point "An, where the pitting resistance
and bending strength are balanced. For more
pinion teeth (to the right of point "A"), load

breaking the tooth with little or no warning.
Hence, surface fatigue is often less serious than
bending fatigue, which is frequently cata trophic.

Considering the differences between pitting
fatigue and bending fatigue, it is prudent to
select the number of pinion teeth somewhat. to
the left of point" A" (shown by the vertical line

Robert Erriche!llol
is the principal in
GEARTECH. a gear
consulting firm hi
Albany ..CA. HI! is one
of Gear Technology' s
Technical Editors. Mr.
Errlchello is a/so a
member of ASME,
AGMA. and is a
registered Professional
Engineer in the Slate of

marked (Np)optimum in Fig. l), where surface California.
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fatigue controls rather than bending fatigue. With
this designapproaeb, not much load capacity is
lost because the surface fatigue curve is rela-
tively horizontal, while a margin of safety against
bending fatigue is gained. Thi.s practice should
not be carried to extremes, because pinions with
few large teeth (with high specific sliding ratios)
are prone to scuffing (See point"B" on curve
marked "Scuffing Failure" in Fig .. 1) ..

Some textbooks recommend using a Dumber
of teeth for the pinion equal to the minimum
required to avoid undercut. This gives gearsets
with less than optimum load capacity, which are
prone to scuffing (see point "C" in Fig. 1). A
pinion tooth number near (Np)optimum provides
a good balance between pitting resistance and
bending strength, while good scuffing resistance
is also obtained because the teeth are not larger
than necessary.

Design Algorithm
There is no need for cut-and-try procedures for

gear design if one exploits the near independence
of pitting resistance and the number of pinion
teeth. The following algorithm first solves for
the diameter and face width of the pillion based
011 surface fatigue, and then solves for the opti-
mum number of pinion teeth by simultaneously
satisfying the surface fatigue and the bending

--·SCUFFING
FAILURE

SURFACE
FAHGUE

-BENmNG
I FAHGUE

I
I
I
I
:..--- (Np) OPTIMUM

io 20 50o 30 40
PIN1l0N TOOTH NUMBER, Np

Fig. 1
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fatigue constraints ..It is derived from equations
given in AGM.A 218.01,5 and is limited to steel.
For alloys other than those shown, substitute
allowable stresses, Sac and Sat from Ref. 5 ..
Because it is necessary (0 approximate the ge-
ometry factors I and J, the final design must be
verified using Ref. 5..

Allowable (uncorrected) stresses for through-
hardened steel:

Sac::; 26000 + 327*H
B

Sat = -274 + 167*H8 - O.lS2*H
B

2

Allowable (uncorrected) stresses for carbur-
ized steel:

Sac e 180,000
Sat e 55,.000

Life factors:
C

L
= 2.4660*~O.0560

K--:L::; L6831*N-tI·0323
Contact strength:

Snc e C *Sac
L

Bending strength:
Silt = ~ *Sat (for reversed bending,
multiply Snt by 0.7.)

The contact strengths and bending strength
are calculated for both the pinion and gear,
and the minimum values of Soc and Snt are
used in the following equations.
Combined derating factor:

Ca*Cs*Cm
Co""Ko=----

Cv
(1)

Geometry factors for spur gears:

sin<p*cos<pc c

2
(2)1=

J "" 0.45

Geometry factors for helical gears:

1= 1 + 0.00682*<Pc ( rna ) ..

4.0584 rna ± [
(3)

J= 0.50

Pitting resistance constant

126000.*P*C (C *n ~2Kc= __ D: . p c

[*n Snc
p

(4)



Bending strength constant:

. . 126000*P*~ (. 11' I )
Kt= , --

J*n . Snt
II

Aspect Wid) ratio:

m'Gm ,0= __

,I m..» [
G

2*m
m ,;;::. G

I m + ~
G

(for spur and _ingle
helica1)

(for double helical)

Pinion diameter:

Face width:

F=d*m
a

Optimum number of pinion teeth:

(N ) optimum = Kc
P let

(Roundto integer)

Addendum Modifica:ti()n
Once the diameter, face width, and optimum

number of teeth for the pinion are determined
withlhe design algorithm, routine methods are
used to select the number of teeth in the gear.
diametral pitch, and operating center distance.
However, the gear design is not complete until
the addendum modification has been selected
considering the following criteria:

-avoiding undercut.
-balaaced specific sliding
-balaaced bending fatigue life
-balanced flash temperature
.avoidting narrowtoplaads.
AlIo.idillg undercut. The design algorithm

usually gives a number of pinion teeth 'COIl ider-
ably larger than the number to avoid undercut
Conditions which lead to small numbers of teeth
are 'l1igb material hardness. hort de ign life,
large gear ratios, and high bending fatigue safety
factors. With reasonable selections of these pa-
rameters, (N loptimnm is usually greater thanp .
20. In any case, the minimum addendum modi-
ficaticncoefflclent (to avoid undercut) ferthe

pillion is given by:

(x 1) . = l.1-N (Sin
2

$'s ) ....
mm p 2* co 'I'

s

(1.0)

Balanced SpecifiC Sliding. Maximum pit-
Ling and wear resistance is obtained by bslane-
ing the specific slidingratio at the ends of the

(6) path of contact. This is done by iteratively vary-
ing the addendum modification coefficient of
the pinion and gear until the following equation
is satisfied:

(II)

where:
C

1
= distance to SAP (See Fi.g. 2)

Cs = distance to EAP (See Fig. 2)
(8) C6 "" distance between interfel1ence points

(See Fig. 2)
Balanced bending fatigue life. Maximum

bending fatigue resistance is obtained by itera-
(9) tively varying the addendum modification co-

efficients of thepinion and gear until the ratio

Nove.MBERIOECEMBER 1981 13
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of the bending strength geometry factors equals
the ratio of bending strengths, i..e.,

JI Sns (12.)
'r .-

Snll2

Balanced flash temperature ..Maxlmurn
scuffing resistance is obtained by minimizing
the contact temperature. This :isdone by itera-
tively varying the addendum modification co-
efficients of the pinion and gear. wbil.e calcu-
Iating the nash temperature by Dlok's 'equa-
tion, until the flash temperature peaks in the
approach and recess portions of the line of
action are equal. The flash temperature. hould
be calculated at the points SAP,LPSTC,
HPSTC, EAP, and at.several points in the two
pair zones (between points SAP and LPSTC
and between points HPSTC and EAP. (See
Fi.g.2.)

Avoiding narrow toplands ..The maximum
permissible addendum modification coeffi-
cients are obtained by iteratively varyingthe
addendum rnodiflcation coefficients of the pin-
ion and gear until their topland thicknesses are
equal to the minimum allowable (usually O.3/Pn)'

Design Audit
With the addendum modification selected,

the gear de ign is complete, It is necessary 10

audit the design by analysing the stressesand
Iives (using Ref. 5) because approximateval-
ues were u ed for land J. The onl.y change
that is usually required to meet the design life
is a. small adju tment of the face width. Al-
though it is beyond the scope of this article,
the selection of tile lubricant type and viscos-
ity should be verified by calculating tile fllm
thickness and flash temperature to ensure
that they are within allowable Limits.

Example
Usingthe data from Ref. 3, Example]:
Snc .. 200,000' psi
Snt .. 60',0'00 psi
P = 20 hp
n = 1260.5 rpm

p
'1\1= 20°c
mG=5
m '" 0'..25a
n '" n '" 1..0c !
C =K = LO

D D'

The design algorithm gives;

1=0.134

J = 0.450

K '" 1.9'73c

K=O.074
t

d = 1.991"

F=O.498"

(N )optimum= 27
p

P = 13
n

Ref. 3 obtained essentially the same results
aft.er an extensivecomputer search.

Conclusions
1. Maximum load capacity or minimum-

weight gearsets are obtained by selecting the
optimum number of teeth t:or the pinion.
(N )optimum, which balances the pining re-
sisiance and the bending strength.

2. (N )optimum is easily found from a simpte,
do ed-f~rm design algorithm.

3. Addendum modification i designed to
obtain maximum pining and wear resistance,
bending strength, or scuffing resistance by
balancing specific sliding, bending strength,
geometry factors, or flash temperature.

4. Any design procedure that selects the
number of teeth in the pinion based solely on
avoiding undercut or which arbitrarily se-
lects the number of pinion teeth. wit] not
result in gearsets with optimum load capac-
ity. Such procedures usually give gearsets
with low pitting re i ranee and low scuffing
resistance .•
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Optimum Shot
Peening Specification- I
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Abstract: Shot peening is widely recognized as
a proven. cost-effective process to enhance the
fatigue characteristics of metal parts and elimi-
natethe problem of stress corrosion cracking.
Additional benefits accrue in the areas of fanning
and texturizing. Though shot peening is widely
used today, the means of specifying process
parameters and controlling documents for pro-
cess control. are not widely understood. Questions
regarding shot size, intensity, and blueprint
specification to assure a high qualityand re-
peatable shot peening process are continually
asked by many design and materials engineers.

This article should answer many of the
questions frequently asked by engineering pro-
fessionals and to further assist companies inter-
ested in establishing a general shot peening
specification.

Many existing internal company specifica-
tions are adequate, but many are not because
they have not been updated to coincide with the
many improvements in shot peening technology
over the past years, Companies considering cre-
ation of an in-house specification or interested
in revising an existing specification should
consult a knowledgeable shot peening authority.

For smaller companies and those who Less
frequently specifythe shot peening process, good
specifications. whi.ch can be used as a reference.
are readi]y available. Two of these are Military
Standard MILS-13165-B and AMS 2430.

We have assumed thatthe reader of this article
understands the basics of shot peening and its
effect on gearing and realizes that shot peening
is an effective too] for combating problems of
fatigue and stress corrosion cracking. as well as
for assisting in forming and correction of shape.
A brief discussion of the theory of shot peening

% ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGHI
[+1 I·)
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I

Fig. I - Example of residual stress profile created by shot peening.

is provided, but the reader should consult Refs,
1-4 for a more in-depth review.

Shot Peening Theory
Shot peening. by definition, is the bombard-

ment of a surface of a material by small spherical
media (the shot) to produce a thin layer of high
magnitude residual (or self) compressive stress,
This residual or self stress is introduced into a
material prior to any actual application of loads
to a component. The magnitude and depth of
these compressive stresses are predictable. As
shown in Fig. 1,(5) the maximum compressive
stress usually occurs at some distance below the
peened surface, which i represented by the top
horizontal line. Typically. this magnitude of
compressive stress (CS MAX) is approximately
50·60% of the ultimate tensile strength of the
material. as shown in Fig.2.(6) (Dual intensity
peening can move the CS MAX closer to the
surface of the peened material.) Since this
method is not typicaUy employed, Fig. 1 is
adequate for this discussion. The "d" represents
the depth of compression or the point at which
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Some machining processes will introduce un-
wanted tensile stresses into a part prior to any
applied loading. [f these factorsare not taken
into consideration, premature component fail-
ure can occur.

Shot Peening Controls
Certain basic controls must be introduced into

any in-house company specification on shot
peening. Specifications, such as AMS 2430
and Military Specification MWLS-13] 65-B,
deal. extensively with these. Since the intent of
this article is W better enable the design engi-
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Fig. 2 - Residual stress produced by shot peening YS. tensile strength of steel. neer to properly specify other areas, we win
.-- --,- touch briefly on the controls. The reader should
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consult reference sources which more thor-
oughlyexplain these points.

To assure proper shot peening the engineer
must: A) determine the intensity: B) maintain
and control the integrity of the shot; C) assure
that coverage is complete; and D) ascertain
whether cornputer-coctrolled equipment or au-
tomated equipment will be used. Without proper
shot peening controls, repeatability and desired
product reliability will not be maintamed, The
process will then degenerate into nothing more
than a blasting operation. as used in cleaning,
potentially leading to severe damage to the fa-
tigue properties of a part.

INTENSITY - Intensity is determined by ap-
plication of a shot stream to a metal strip known
as an Almen strip. Three gauges of these trips
exist: The UN" strip. the "A" strip, and the "C"
strip. The "N" strip is used for light-inten ity
peening, the "C" strip for high-intensity peen-
ing, and the "A" strip for medium-range peen-
ing. TIle proper strip is selected. mounted in an
Almen block, and a shot stream is applied to the
exposed surface .. After proper exposure time,
the strip is removed from the block (Fig, 4a).
The strip deflects upward toward the peened
surface (Fig. 4b), and the arc height is measured
by the use of an Almen gauge (Fig. 4c), The arc
height of the strip and the amount of time the
strip was exposed to the shot stream are noted.

Additional strips of the same type are then
exposed to shot streams for increasingly longer
periods of time, The infcrmation from ail of these
strips is then used to plot a saturation curve (Fig ..
5). The saturation curve assures that the equip-
ment setup has been properly made to assures
repeatability of the desired intensity.

SHOT INTEGRHY - Numerous controls go

~-'---!!--!--!._,&....... ... 0
.004 .006 .008 .010 C

I I II I I' I INTENSITY
ij .005 .010 .015 .020.025/1.

Fig. 3 - Depth of compression vs, AJmen arc heighr,

the compressive stress induced by the peening
crosses the neutral axis and becomes tensile.

The depth, as shown in Fig. 3, is dependent
on the hardness of the target material and the
mass and velocity of the shot. Essentially, the
softer the target material, the deeper the depth of
compression at a given intensity. For example,
at a I.5A Almen intensity on a 52Rc material, the
depth of compression will be about .008". Ad-
ditional carves for various materialsareavail-

able in detail in Ref. 5 ..
The purpose of introducing compressive

st.resses into a part is to prevent fatigue failures,
which are typically propagated through a com-
ponent in regions of tensile stress. Changing
tensile stresses to compressive stresses at the
surface of a component where fatigue cracks
typically occur limits their propagation.

Residual tensile stresses can decrease the
fatigue life of a component Compressive
stre ses, however, tend to increase fatigue life.
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The primary equipment used to assure shot in- Fig. 5 - Saturation curve.

tegrity is a classifier, which not only segregates
improperly sized shot from good. shot, but also
egregate: irregularly shaped shot from the de-
ired round peening media.

In addiuon to ue of the cia ifier, technique
to Cj,ualifythe shot prior to use should include
method to detennine porosityand means to
determine breakdown of shot. a well .usa
method to confirm proper shot hardne sand
metallurgy. To neglect this aspect of controls
could hasten degeneration of the process into
blasting rather than peening. This would be
analogou to striking the surface of the material
withthe claw end of a hammer rather than the
ball end, which ' hould be ued for peening.

COVERAGE - A properly peened urface
should have many overlapping dimples, referred
Will an "orange kin" or "orange peel" effect.
(See Fig. 7b.) Fig. 7a represent a partially cov-
ered surface and should never been seen.
Proper coverage can be determined by the use
ofa ten power (lOx) magnifying gla s or by
the PeenscanOl)proce s, The Peenscan process i
a method 'of viewing coverage of a surface by
ultraviolet light after it has been treated with a

into Lhis aspect of the peening proces . The
primarypurpo e of maintaining propershotcon-
tool is to prevent degeneration of the round hot
into broken shot that would typically be used in
a blasting operation. Left in an improperly
controlled state" hot of the latter type could
produce unacceptable surfaces, as hown in Fig.
6a. Properly peened surfaces produced by con-
trolled shot should appear as hown in Fig. 6b.
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Fig. 6 - A) Surface damage caused by poor shot control. B) Acceptable surface
accomplished through good shot control.

(AI tal

material imilar to a dye penetrant. which is !Fig.7 - Shot peening coverage. A) Panial. B) Full.
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removed by a peening operation. Areas that
have not been peened properly will glow under
a black light,

EQUIPMENT TO BE SED - The engineer
must determine whether the equipment to be
used is computer-controlled or automated with-
out computer control. Computer-contrclled
equipment will typically be used for more so-
phisticated parts and where repeatability and
computer printouts for the monitoring of process
variables are required. This is the most sophisti-
cated (and usually most expensive) peening
method. A sample of a software path flow dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 8. Primary monitoring
points are shown on the left-hand column.

Automated machinery without computer con-
trol typically employs manual load and unload
of equipment The machine wiHautomatically
peen a part for a set cycle without computer
monitoring or operator involvement. The rna-

jority of parts are peened in this manner.
ConsideraUons fora Shot Peening

Speci:fica.tion
Now that we have briefly discussed the theory

of shot peening and the necessity for good con-
trols to assure repeatability, the following COI1-

siderations should be applied to any gearing.
These items should be reviewed in any general
specification before any shot peening specifica-
tion is made. They include, but are not limited to,
the following:

DISPLAY

MANUAL INPUT

OATA

DATA

STATUS
BULl< SHOT HANDLING & I'
CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Fig. 8 - Software path flow diagram.
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• Application
• Geometric configuration of part
• Material. hardness and heat treatment

.' Material
• Surface finish requirements before and after

shot peening
• Optional peening methods andadditional

considerations, which might include the
use of:

• Strain peening
• Dual intensity peening
• Plating and salvage methods
• Contour correction (forming) peening
• Increasing wear due to work hardening
• Porosity (closure in powdered metal parts
and castings)

• Salvage/Grinding - before and after
• Stress corrosion cracking.

APPLICATIONS - The primary consider-
ationin shot peening gears is to determine if the
process is to be used to: A) increase bending
fatigue strength of gear teeth; B) increase sur-
face fatigue life; or C) change the texture to
either break up continuous machining marks or
1.0 aid in lubrication of the gear face.

Numerous variables enter into how the gear's
ultimate fatigue trerrgth will be determined, Fig.
9 shows the variety of possibilities ..We w.ill spe-
cifically address the effect that the residual com-
pressive stress has onthe fatigue strength ...along
with the effect on hardness and micro tructure.

As noted by Dudley and Seabrook ,(9) shot
peening is beneficial, and the fiUets at the gear
root should be peened. The authors show no
hesitation in recommending the practice of shot
peening carburized and hardened teeth. despite
the high hardness and brittleness ..Typically, 20-
30% additional load-carrying capability is an-
ticipated if root fillets are peened. Similar re-
ults were noted on through-hardened and in-

duction-hardened gearing. Gears are probably
the second-most commonly peened item in this
country, so further discu sion on this point is
not necessary ..(See Ref . 10- I2).

It should also be determined if surface pitting
found at the pitch line is the primary farigue
concern, or whether fatigue at the root because
ofthe tooth flexure is primary, Tests by ASA
011 the effect of surface fatigue life of carburized
and hardened spur gears(l3) exhibited a 60% in-
crease in life of the gears when shot peening was
used to combat this phenomenon ..
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The question of which fatigue problem is of
primary concern. is important when making a
proper shot size selection. This will be consid-
ered further in the following section on geometry,

A third consideration is whether the peening
will be used not prim aril y to introduce benefic ial
residual compressive stresses, but rather to im-
prove surface finish, The texture produced by
the peened surface consists of homogeneous,
overlapping dimples which can be used to elimi-
nate stress risers produced by various machining
processes, such as hobbing, Typically, this opera-
tion is performed in the "green state" of the gear
just prior to heat treatment. Proper shot selec-
tion is dependent on how disrupted the surface
will be. At a given intensity, a larger iize shot.
will produce a smoother finish than small shot

An additional consideration is whether the
dimpling win be used to aid in gear lubrication.
This. however. is rarely the primary consider-
ation. A variation of the use of different sizes of
shot to produce a texture is to carburize, then slow
cool 10 a hardness higher than the "green state,"
follow with. a texturized shot peening, and then
fullyharden. Any compressive stresses produced
prior to heat treatment will be dissipated in
either texturizing case. Shot peening after heat
treatment will! be required to produce a surface
with compressive stresses if either of the two
fatigue conditions also need to be considered ..

OEOMETRIC CONFIGURATION OF A
PART - After the reason for dle use of the shot
peening has been determined, the next step is to
determine the shot size ba ed on the geometry of
the part. The general rule used per Military
Specification MIL U165-8 state thatthe maxi-
mum shot diameter "d," as shown in Fig. 10,
must be equal. to no more than 1/2 R (the radius

to be peened). For example in Fig. lOa, it is
obvious that the shot is too large and will not
provide full coverage in the fillet radius.

After determination of the geometry into which
the shot will move, the intensity of the hot
must be determined. The general guideline is
that the depth of compression cannot be greater
than 10% of the thickness of the part. Fig. 11
provides an example of a range of thicknesses
of steel that can be peened at a given intensity ..
The chart also illestrares a~erange of intensi-
ties that can be used for any given thickness .
For example, at a 4A intensity. steel thick-
nesses from _018" to .15" could be peened. The
same graph indicates that a steel part with a
cross-section of .150" could be peened with an
intensity as low as 4A and as high as 1.4A
Optimum selection of the correct intensity is a
function of the size of the shot to be used,
coupled with the hardness of the target mate-
rial. Curves which provideexamples for depth
of compression should be used, remembering
that the depth of compression cannot exceed
10% of the thickness of a part per peened side.
ora total of no more than 20% of the cross
section of a component

lal

Fig. ]C) - Shot diameter d and groove radius R. A) Shot size too large, d= 2.2
R; B) Maximum shot size permitted by Ref. 9, d = 1/2 R.(l4)
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Fig. 13 - Peening 1045 steel at R 48.08)c

Fig. 12 shows Almen intensity as a function
of average tooth root thickness. Note that it
does not take into account various hardnesses
of gear teeth, which could have an effect on
selecting an optimum peening intensity" but it
could be used as a starting guideline for carbur-
ized and hardened gears.

Realizing some of the difficulties in selecting
an optimum shot intensity for a given gear type
and material" AGMA has provided a typical shot
size and intensity for shot peening based on
diarnetral pitch as a guide. (16) Henry Fuchs'
paper, "Optimum Peening Intensities,,,(l7) ex-
plains in depth a method for selecting optimum
peening intensities.

In general, once a shot size is selected based
on the geometry of the gear, the maximum inten-
sity should be used. This maximum intensity
should provide a depth of compression not ex-
ceeding 10% of the cross section of the gear at
any point where the shot stream comes into
contact with the thinnest cross section of that
gear. To do this, proper charts showing depths of
compression generated as a function of material
type and hardness should be reviewed. (See Fig. 3
or Ref.. 5).

MA TERIAL HARDNESS AND HEAT
TREATMENT METHODS - After the applica-

mined based on the part geometry, the next step
is to determine If the intensity selected is correct
to meet the depth of compression based on the
material hardness. As shown in Fig. 2, the higher
the ultimate tensile tress, the higher the magni-
tude of compressive stress. The 50-60% rela-
tionship of the compressive stress to the ultimate
tensile stress is maintained as long as the shot
hardness is equal to or greater than the surface
hardness of the gear.

Fig. 13 dearly shows that when the target
material hardness closely approximates the shot
hardness, no difference occurs in the magnitude
of the compressive stress or the depth of com-
pression. However, when the target material
hardness is greater than the shot hardness, a
significant decrease in the residual compressive
stress magnitude (46Rc shot curve at a maxi-
mum compressive stress of 100 KSI versus 61R e
shot. providing in excess of 200 KSI) results, as
well as a decrease in the depth of compression.
(See Fig .. 14.) This was confirmed when tests
were performed peening high-strength steel us-
ing not only 65 HRC shot, but also ceramic shot
and 46 HRC cast steel, In Fig. 15, average
fatigue life was higher for both ceramic and hard
shot than for 46 HRC shot

The benefits of using baird shot on high hard-
ness gear materials was further demonstrated in
a paper by Mi wa et al, (8) Further support for the
use of high-hardness shot for high-hardness
materials even over increasing the intensity of
shot peening is provided in Ref. 20. As the
hardness of a material increases, so does tile
ultimate tensile strength of that material ..How-
ever, as the hardness increases, a noticeable
decrease in the fatigue strength in some materi-
als may result because of an increase in notch
sensitivity and brittleness. as shown in Fig. 16.
For those steel specimens shown at a hardness
above 42Rc that have not been shot peened,
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tion, shot size, and intensity have been deter- Fig. 14· Peening [045 steel at Ro 62 with 330 shot,



fatigue strength decreases as the ultimate tensile
strength mcrease . By changing to peening with
hard shot and peening the high- nength steel.
not only win a higher ultimate tensile strength
result, but the fatigue strength of the material
also will be increased.

An additional. consideration is whether de-
carburization may occur in heating the steel.
Decarburization is the loss of carbon at the sur-
face of a ferrous material, and it. can result in the
loss offatigue strength of high-strength steel, Fig.
l7exltibits the capability of hot peening to
re tore almost an oftlte fatigue strength.Jf decar-
burization is SII peered, incorporating bot peen-
ing into a part design can insurecornponent integ-
rity. Es entially, the hardness oHlle material must
be considered to determine the depth of the com-
pressive stres .'whether hard shot is to be used.
and whether decarburizarien will be a factor.

MATERIAL CONSlDERA no -The fourth
major consideration is to determine if tile media
and intensity chosen to thi point win have any
adverse or additional desirable effects on the
target material. Representative curves of shot
peened material of a similar nature are helpful in
determining the depth of compressive stress,(S)
but the following factors also mu t be considered:

Win the peening media selected contaminate
the target material? for instance. the use of cast
steel shot lOR an austenitic stainless steel may
require chemiealpassivating or other mechanical
cleaning methods. WQuld it be preferable to use
other peening media. such as stainless steel. ce-
ramic. or glass? Is work harden i'ng possible andl
or desirable? For instaace. austempered ductile
iron (AD[) not only responds well to shot.peening
by increasing fatigue strength. butal: a has the
added benefit of work hardening. Fatigue: trength
increases for AD] at various peening intensities
are shown in Fig. 18.Refs. 23-26 uppon notonly
the fatigue benefits for ADI, but also the im-
proved weal" characteristics cau ed by desirable
work hardening. Other materials, such as high
mangane e content tee I and au tenitic stainless
steels, willi 311 a readily work: harden.

Does the material have atendeney towards
different micro tructures, : ueh as retained all -

tenite? If the retained austenite is excessive. sig-
nificantly reduced compressive tress magnitudes
will be noted unless hard shot is utilized.IS)

Wmlhe material respond favorably to ltie shot
ize elected, or should an alternate hot size be
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selected? For mstance, aluminum alloys will re-
spond better at a given intensity to a larger hot
size at a low velocity than to small hot at a higher
velocity, Though both conditions could produce
the . arne intensity. the larger hot size is more
de irable if geometric con traints allow it

Is me gearing of a powder metallurgy? Special
considerations must be made here; however. if
handled properly, fatigue lite improvementdue to
increased hardness and residual compressive
stresses is,possible,(27)

SUR~ACE FlN1SH REQUIREMENTS BE-
FORE AND AFTER SHOT PEENING - Addi-
tional. consideration should be given to the de-
sired surface finish before and after shot peening,
First. note that a hot peened surface's overall
dimension will increase slightly because new
measurements will be taken at the tops of peaks
produced by the dimpling action. This growth is
dependent upon hardne s of target material as
wells the hot size and intensity used. but typical
growth rarely exceeds .0005" per side. If this
change in size will be detrimental from a . tand-
point of fit. samples of the material should be
peened experimentally before working with ac-
tual parts, All typical drawing dimen ions should
refl cr dimensions prior to peening,

A'l a. general guide, original surface finishes above
125 RMS can be improved by peening. whereas
surfaces below 125RMS will typically be increased
in surface roughness, depending on material type,

material hardnes • shot size, and intensity used.
Sam-pL should be provided to confum desired results,

Selective peening can be performed so that seal
and bearing urfaces, along with other critical
surface finishe • can be protected. These should
be noted accurately on all drawings. In addition,
any cleanliae s requirements hould be shown to
properly protect these areas during peening.

If a.surface finish ina peened area Is required
which win be finer than that produced by hot
peening, certain machining processes may be
performed after the peening. Cool processes, such
as lapping and honing, are allowable. as they do
not generate much heat and will not dissipate
compressive stresses; however. material removal
is limited to no more than lO% of the depth of
compression, Additional material removal will
adverselyaffect all benefits of the peening .• 1

Part II of til is article witH lI"unin DUll" next issue.
Itwill dl eu _5 Optional Shot Peening Methods
Bind Specifying Shot. Peening.
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Exciting news for the
gear industry ...



double flank grindir• • •

productivity with
BHS~HO'PLER gear
grinding machines are
widely acknowledged as
the most accurate gear
grinders in the world.

Now - BHS-HOFLER
introduced the impro-
ved double flankgrm-
ding method" to com-
peteeven with

'"Double/lank grin-
ding means: simulta
neous grinding 0/
two opposite tooth
flanks with both
sides 0/ a rigi4-.rack
type formed grin-
ding wheel in mesh.
It is still the
most accurate
generating
method and it
is now faster
than form
grlndi.ng ..

the fastest grinding
machines on the mar-
ket. And the best: BHS·
HOFLER machines are
still the most versatile
ones. You can grind any
gear with almost no
tool cost, using stan-
dardi inexpensive grin-
ding wheels, automati-
cally dressed to size an
the grinderand of
course with our eNC-
dresser,

A BHS-HOFLER
machine will grind your
gears just when you
need them with very

a ne-
inexpensive wheels un-
like form grinding
wheels. Profile or lead
modifications are no
problem. Every BHS-
HOFLER is capable of
grinding even the most
complicated tooth
forms to meet your pre-
sent and future require-
ments.

PRODUCTIVITY
Have you ever checked
your set.-np times?
Y:ou are losing hun-
dreds of hours of valua-
bleproduetion time
with the grinding
machine idle while you
are setting up the gear

and fixture on
the machine.

Now our newly
developed pre-
elsion pallet
loading system
offers unbea-
table produc-



g: 30-50 % more- -

grinding system.{ gear

tivityl Our pallet setup

stations will keep your
grinders busy. Much
faster change-over time.
All unproductive setup
time is done outside
the machine where it
belongs while your grin-
ders grind gears hour
after hour - uninterrup-
ted. Twenty four hours
a day? No problem, pal-
lets can be lined up for
the 2nd or 3rd shift
operatien,

SUPPORT

To get the maximum
productivity from your
BHS-HOFLER, we now
offer a training pro-
gram for your opera-
tors. Experienced
instructors let you
benefit from their life-
long obtained know-
how. Our computer pro-
gram is available to cal-
culate grinding times,
machine set-up data
and other valuable para-
meters.

Even the best machlnes
need service and parts
from time to. time. Our
faetory-trained service
engineers are available
from DHS-HOFLER
CORP .., New Jersey .

.In addition to spare
parts. we stock grinding
wheels and other
perishables in our U. S ..
facility.

For more information,
can or write to
BHS-HIOFLER CORP.
P.O.Bo'x. 127
Sky Manor Road
Pittstown,
NJ .08867
Tel.: 908-996-6922
Pax: 908-996-6977

We will be more than
happy to arrange a
demonstration in your
area at one of OUr U.S.
customers Dr to orga-
nize your trip and visit
to' BHS-H()'PLER in
Ettl.ingen, Germany.

You are preduclng har-
dened and ground ge-
ars. A product with a
bright future because
more and more gears
are ground. But like in
every competition only
the best will survive.
The gear grinding ope-
ration in your company
is probably the most
important one because

I this is where your name
goes on your product.
BHS.HO'F.LER state of
the artgeargrinding
machines send! signals
to your customers that
your company is a lea-
der in its field because
you are capable of pro-
ducing the highest qua-
lity products .. Get the
best, contact us and we
will put you in the com-
pany of the most sue-
cessful gear manufactu-
rers in the world ..Let's
do it together.



• •
BHS-HOFLER sales
agents in

Western States;

AMERICAN MACHINERY
AND ENGINEERING CORPORATION
P.O.B.2157
Mission Viejo, CA 92690
TeL: 714·586-2000
Ask for Ron Luebke

Indiana" Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota:

.liRM & ASSOC.,. INC.
5633 East State Street
Rockford, IL 61108
Tel.: 815-397-7557
Ask: for Jim Mattox or Mark Bjteler

New England States:

LYND-FARQUHAR CO.
East Point Crossing
176 East Main Street
Westborough, Mass. 01581-1706
Tel.: 508-898-9494
Ask for Howard Rich or Rob Smith

the USA:

E-Pennsy[vania, New Jersey, Maryland, Carolina:

HOLCO INC.
8 Lindenwold Terrace
Ambler, PA 19002
Tel.: 215-28.3-0156
Ask for Emil or Marc Conti

W-Pennsylvanla, Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia:

J. LEE HACKETT COMPANY
23550 Haggerty Road
Farmington, Michigan 48335-2636
Tel.; 313 -478-020 0
Ask for J. Lee Juett or John McCartney

aas-neno Masehinenbau GmbH
Industriestraue 19 . D-7505 Etthngen 7 . Germany
Tel. 072 43 / 9910 . Telex 782907
~elefax 072 43 199165



Recent
Developments
Gear Metrology

IH..W. Sieker
A..C.M. Ilaboratory Pty. Ltd..

Moorabbin, Vi,ctoria. Australia

Summary: Metrology is a vital component of
gear manufacturing, Recent changes in this area,
due in large part to tile advent of computers, are
highlighted in this article by comparison with
more traditional methods.

Introduction
Various deviation from the true form of circu-

largears limit their ability to transmit uniform
angular velocity at their designed speed and
power. These deviations or errors are introduc-
ed during the production of the gear elements.
The ability to measure these variations enable
their magnitude to be determined and controlled
during manufacture.

The various possible errors occurring in cir-
cular gearing are:

• Tooth Thickness (Backlash)

• Run-out Errors
• Pi tch Errors
.•Tooth Form Errors

- profile
- alignment
- surface finish ..

The types of circular gears in cornmon use
which can exhibit some or all of the above errors
are involute spur and helical gears and bevel
gears, both straight helical and spiral bevel.

This article will concentrate on involute gear-
ing; however, some comments on bevel gears
will be made.

The ability (0 measure the errors present in the
various cutting tool ,such as hobs, shaping cutters,
and shaving cutters, as well as the gears them-
selves, is also useful.

H.W.Siekeir
is rite manager (1/ A.c.M.
Laboratory PI),. u«
Moorabbill. Australia.
He is a member Df the
Engineering Society and
the institution of
Engineers. Australia,
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Traditional/Cia steal Instruments
In order to highlight the advantages of the

latest developments in gear metrology. a brief
summary of the traditional/classical instruments
used to measure the various gear errors will be
presented first. The reader is referred to the
various texts and papers listed in the bibliogra-
phy for more detailed information,

Tooth Thickness. Three ma:in methods have
been prevalent in the measurement of tooth
thickness of involute gears.

The first method involves the use of an
instrument called a gear tooth caliper (Fig. 1).It
consists of a depth gauge, which is used to ser a
known distance down from tile outside diameter
ofthe gear, and a caliper to measure the tooth

Tocrh Circle

Fil!. I . (;ear 11101 h l'ali per
- ---



thickness at this depth, Calipers are available for
modules 1 mm to 50 rnrn,

This tool has the following disadvantages:
a) It relies on an easily worn, very sharp edge

at the end of the caliper jaws to accurately
measure thetooth thickness,

b) It relies on the outside diameter of the gear
for its datum,

c) It relies on operator skill.
d) It is limited to about ,001 "- ,OOQ"accuracy.
This method's advantage is that it is inex-

pensive.
TJlJesecond method uses the flange microme-

ter and is called the base tangent method. This
insnument takes span measurements across a
number of teeth (Fig. 2), which are then related
to the actual tooth thickness by the involute
geometry ofthe gear, Micrometers can measure
modules from 0.5 mm to ] I mm,

The main disadvantages of this method are:
a) Pitch errors can influence the result,
b) Profile errors can influence the result.
c) Tip or root relief may make a valid mea-

surement impossible.
d) It relies on operator kill.
The main advantages are:
a) his more accurate than the gear tooth

caliper.
b) h is not influenced by variations in the

outside diameter of the gear.
The third method involves "measurement over

rollers", where two rollers are placed on oppo-
site sides of the gear., and the distance across
these rollers is measured (Fig. 3). This value can
be related to tooth thickness by the known geom-
etry of involute gearing,

This method ha the following disadvantages:
a) It is limited to gears smallenough to be
spanned by available micrometers and the avail-
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abJe sizes of rollers.
b) The measurements are affected by errors

in tooth spacing and profile.
The method's advantage is that it .is not in-

fluenced by variation in the outside diameter of
the gear,

All of the above methods are manual and
require skill and dexterity. As such, they are not
suitable for the measurement of all the teeth on
gears with large numbers of teeth or on gears
made in large quantities. The methods are most
suitable for spot checks in small batch produc-
tion situations.

Other methods available are:
I) Measurement of center distance at tight

mesh. (See section on Dual Hank Rolling.)
2) Measurement of backlash at operating

center distance. This method requires the ability
to accurately a emble the gears at their nominal
center distance with axes parallel.

Run-Out Errors. Radial run-out errors are
defined as "the total range of reading of a fixed
indicator. with the contact point applied to a
surface rotated without axial movement. about a
fixed axis, and measured perpendicular to the
axis of rotation." The eccentricity is then also
available, as it is half this radial. run-out

This type of error traditionally ha been mea-
sured by inserting a ball (or cylinder) into each
tooth space, and measuring the radial variation
in distance from the center of rotation to the ball
(See Fig. 4.,.

Radial run-out measurements made in this
way also reflect variations ill tooth thickness.
When radial run-out readings are plotted, the
influence of each factor can be seen. Run-out
errors are seen as a smooth, sinusoidal variation,
while tooth thickness variations are seen as
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fluctuations about a smooth curve drawn through
all reading.

There are also automatic teo ters available which
measure thi error on a eominuou ly rotating
gear and plot the resulting error graph. The e
te ten are available for module ranges of 1 mm
to 40 mm and .0.1 mm to 20 mm respectively.

The double-flank rolUng te l cam ill 0 be u ed,
ince in this test the run-out error is evident as a
inu aida] shaped variation with a period equal

to on revolution of the gear. (See section on
Dual Flank Rcllmg Test.)

Pi,tch Errors. The threetypes of pitch errors
on spurand helical gears are pitch variation
(devialion) Ip; tooth-to-tooth pitch error Iu;
and cumulative pitch error. Fp.

Toe cla sic method of mea uring the cumula-
tive pitch error is the index method, in which the
gear is mounted on all angular dividing head
(Fig. 5). The gear is then rotated through the
nominal angular pitch, and deviations of each
tooth relative to the first are noted and plotted.

The next more common pitch error measured
is the teeth-to-tooth pitch error ..Thi. error is the
change in pitch between uccessivepair of
teeth. A such. any instrument which can mea-
ure the change in pitch from one pair ofteeth to

the nexI can measure this error. A hand-held
instrument that can do 'this i the Maag pitch
measuring instrument type TIC. These instru-
ments were available for normal modules ranges
of approximately 2 mm to 10 mm. However.
being hand-held and operated, this becomes a
very tedious test on gear with more than a
limited number of teeth. Auromati.c ver ions of
this tester have been available for at lea I 20'
year, and these testers mea ure the tooth-to-
tooth pitch error on continuou I.y rotating gears
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by inserting two probes to measure the rcotb-ro-
tooth pitch error for that pair, and then retracting
the probes until the next pair comes into position.

Pitch variation errors require measurement of
the absolute pitch between two teeth and com-
parison with the nominal pitch. The Maag pitch
measuring instrument mentioned above is ca-
pable of doing this test as well as the teeth-to-
tooth te t. It must. however, be set to the nominal
pitch using gauge blocks 'Ora setting master.

AU of the above errnrs can be related math-
ematically (Ref. 8). This fact, coupled with
recent advances in computer technology, has
allowed the automatic pitch tester described
here to measure the tooth-to-tooth pitch error.
calculate the other two pitcb errors, and plat all
three for a complete picture of the pitch errors of
the gear under test (See Fig ..6).

The tester must understand Ihat pitch errors
and run-out errors are inseparable when present.
If run-out errors are either introduced or re-
moved during 'lh.etest, the pitch error measured
will not give a true representation of the gear's
actual performance in its final location. As the
hand-held pitch measuring instruments do not
refer their measurements to all axi of rotation,
the resulting pitch errors are not affected by
measurement-process-induced run-out errors.
However. run-out errors present during manu-
facture will be evident as pitcherrors On the
gear. Pitch testers, in which the test piece is
mounted and rotated about an axis, will be
affected by run-out errors, introduced or re-
moved ill setting up the test

Profile Errors. Actual measurement, as dis-
tinct from contact bearing patterns of profile
error, has until recently been limited to involute
gears. Bevel gears, especially of spiral form,
have not been measurable from firs t principles.

Becau e of the deflnition of the involute, pro-
file checking machines have been available for
many years. The early resters relied on the lise of
ba e circle discs for each gear to be checked
(Fig. 7). Later machines overcame thi limitation
by the use of various mechanism to eitherbridge
the gap between a limited .nurnber of base circle
di c or toeliminate them completely (Fig. 8).
The e testers all generate the true involute on II!

probe which is in contact with the gear tooth
under te 1. Deviations in involute profile are de-
tected by the probe and recorded for later analysis.
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Advance in compurertechnology have en-
abled the recording of the involute error in
digital form. This in turnallows computerenaly-
sis. which eliminates the weake t Hnk in the
mea uremenr process: the human interpreta-
tion of the error curve. The use of mathemati-
cally rigorou techniques for thi analysis can
give an unbiased and consistent interpretation
of the re ults ..

The accuracy ofthese machines can be deter-
mined by well-understood tests 011 their geom-
etry and construction. Becan e the software doe.
no.t control the accuracy of generation of the
involute on me probe tip, it ionly neces -ary to.
te t the software against known rna ter to ver.ify
its accuracy.

Alignment Errors ..Alignment errol'S are often
referred to as lead and/or helix errors. These
errors have also been measured for many years
on involute tester. modified with the nece sary
rnechani m to generate the nominal lead rno-
lion on the probe. The probe then detects aria-
tion mIlle same way a for the involute error .
Error analy is ha been enhanced by the use of
computer technology in exactly the same way a
for involute errors.

Surface Finish. This feature has been mea-
sured by the lise of surface finish te ters, In some
cases, the e te ter have been fitted to invo.hJle/
lead re ling machines to allow easier re ring of
gear tooth surface fini h.

Meshing Tests. Me hingtests are functio.nal
tests to determine the actual performance of a

gear or gear pair. These test fall into the ection
on dual and ingle flank rolling tests.

Dual Flank Rolling Te r. hllhis re t, the gear
are brought into tight. mesh so that both flanks
ate in contact. (Fig. 9) One gear. usually a master
gear, L mounted ana fixed haft The other gear
is mounted all a shaft. constrainedto move ina
radial direction. As the gears are rotated. the
variations in center distance are mea tired and
often recorded.

This dual. flank rolling en-or or cornpe ite error
L then a combination of all the primary error
already discussed above. A plot of thiserror
normally has two major component (Fig.l.O).
The low frequency component is most com-
manly a sociated with run-out errors. while the
hi.gh frequency component is associated with
pitch errors. Because a composite error is genet-
ated, thi test i only useful. asa go/no go te t, II
is not good for idenlifying individual errors ..and
subsequently, rectifying a particular proce s.

·ingleHank Rollillg Tilln this test, the gear
pair are positioned at their nominal center dis-
tance. The relative angular mali on of the two
gears are then measured. For a perfect gear pair.
the motion of the output gear would be unifonn
relative to that of the input gear. Any errors
would be reflected as anon-uniformity in angu-
lar motion onthe output gear.

Because the gears are mounted at their nomi-
nal center distance, only one flank will be in
contact. Also. one gear needs to. be driven while
the other is braked. Thiste t, therefore, comes
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very close to the actual operating conditions of
the gear under test

In the past, the difficulties involved in compar-
ing the relative rotary motions of two rotating
gear. has meant that. this test, although theoreti-
cally desirable, was physically impractical.

New Dev,elopments
The major changes in gear metrology have

been brought about by advances in electronic/
computer technology. The availability of large
amounts of computing power in ever cheaper
and smaller packages has spawned significant
changes in all fields of technology,

The basic aims and principles of gear metrol-
ogy have not changed. However, the methods by
which these can be achieved have changed dra-
matically. These changes will be presented in
the remainder of this article.

CNC 3-D Measuring Machines. The last 5 to
10 years have seen very rapid developments in
the versatility of the computer nurnericall y con-
trolled, three-dimensional co-ordinate measur-
ing machine (CNC 3-D CMM). Computers are
becoming faster, more accurate, and have larger
amounts of affordable memory in the form of
volatile, random access memory, (RAM) and
permanent (haed) discs. Therefore, the software
on which all 3-D CMM's rely has become more
and more sophisticated,

In this light, there has emerged two groups of
CNC 3-D CMM's. The first is the genera] pur-
pose machine (Fig .. 11), which is primarily de-
signed for the meas urement of components that
are not necessarily circular in nature. These
machines are able to measure gears, but at a cost
in speed and efficiency of measurement. This is
because these machines have heavy and cumber-
some arrangement for moving the measuring
probes to allow for many variations in workpiece
shape and orientation.

The second class of CMM's has been de-
signed specifically for the measurement of sol-
ids of revolution, This allows the de igner to
tailor the machine to measure this class of
workpiece much more quickly and efficiently
than the universal type of CMM (Fig. 12). Ma-
chines are available to caterto gear diameters
from 5 mm up to 2.6 m, They can also be used to
measure general type of workpieces, but due to
their specific design, this is slower and more
difficult than for the general purpose type of

CMM. Both of these testers can have 4 axes:
three orthogonal and one rotational.

Therefore, a general rule can be stated: if
mostly 110n-gear type cornponen ts are to be mea-
sured with only occasional inspection of gears, a
universal type of 3-D CMM i applicable, The
reverse holds true if the major amount of work
for the 3-D CMM is gear inspection. Also, due to
the small tolerances generally present in gear
specifications, only the more accurate versions
of general purpose .3-D CMM's should be con-
sidered for use as gear measuring machines.

The new 3-D gear measuring machines
(GMMs) are, by their very nature, computer
controlled. They also rely on CNC for control-
ling the motion of the measuring probe. This
type of control aUows each machine to measure
a number of parameters on the workpiece. This
is in contrast to the previous generation of ma-
chines, which by their mechanical. nature, were
only able to measure one or, at most, two param-
eters ..Now it is possible to place a gear on one of
these new 3-D GMM's and instruct the tester to
measure all of the primary parameters for that
gear without further human intervention. This
results in major time savings for any given level
of thoroughness of gear rneas urernent, The auto-
mation of the test sequences is even more useful
when coupled to automatic loading facilities in
large batch evaluation.

All measurements are processed in digital
form, and this immediately allows the storage of
these results for comparison with later batches.
These statistical process. control (SPC) abilities
are a major advance, especially for manufactur-
ers of large quantities of gears.

AI 0, some of these new 3-D CMM's and
GMMs can measure other forms of gearing, with
the addition of the appropriate software pack-
ages. The most notable advance has been the
ability to measure spiral bevel gears in such a
way that information relation to the actual cor-
rections to the production machine settings are

available. This can only lead to better bevel.
gears with, one hopes, more interchangebility
than was available in the past. The ability to
measure the condition ofthe various gear cutting
tooL (shaping, shaving, and hobs), again via the
addition of software modules, also increases the
usefulness of the GMM to the owner.

For similar expenditure, the purchaser of the
N Q v E M B E RIO E C E M B E R 1 9 9 1 3·3
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modern CNC 3-D GMM, obtains a machine with
vastly increased performance and flexibility over
the previous mechanical machines.

The verification of the accuracy of these ma-
chines requires the measurement of not only the
mechanical accuracy of the machines, but also
the accuracy of the CNC software control which
actually generates the theoretical profile of the
gear under test. This is in contrast to the genera-
tion-type machines described in the sections on
profile and alignment errors, which generate
these profiles mechanically. On the new ma-
chines, interactions between the CNCcontrol
software and the computer evaluation software
needs to be understood and thoroughly checked.

Transportable CNC LeadlInvolute Testers.
Another development closely associated with
the development of the fixed CNC controlled 3-
D GMM described in the previous section is the
transportable CNC lead/involute tester.

The largest fixed 3~D CNC GMM can accept
gears up to 2.6 rn in diameter. In the heavy
engineering field many gears are larger than this
maximum, and the measurement of the lead and

involute profiles on these gears has previously
not been possi ble,

The transportable gear measuring machine
consists of a 3-axis CNC gear measuring ma-
chine which is designed to be fitted to the gear
production machine tool (Fig. 13). This effec-
tively allows the measurement of'any gear diam-
eter capable of being produced with modules in
the range of 2 mm to 4.0 mm.

The transportable gear measuring machine
can also measure gears on alarge surface plate
if necessary. The development ofthis tester has
finally lifted the limit placed on gear metrology
by the largestavailable dedicated testers.

The comments on verification of fixed 3-D
GMMs apply equally as well. 1£0 these testers.

Pitch/Run-Out Testers. As discussed in the
section on pitch errors, automatic pitch and run-
out testers have been available for at least 20
years. These testers were able to automatically
measure the pitch errors on both tooth flanks ,as
wen as the run-out error present on a gear.
However, this process invclved three physical
setups and passes around the gear.



The latest developmentin this area involves
the ability of an automatic pitch tester to mea-
sure the pitch errors on both flanks, along with
the run-out error in one pass of the gear. This
results in a time saving on the order of 3. which
becomes especially significant on gears with
large numbers of teeth.

Rolling Testers ..Advances in rotational a:nd
vibration transducers as wen as indigital signal
processing have resulted in improvements in
this type of testing. The dual flank rolling test
wave fonn can now be digitally analyzed to
separate out orne of the component errors,
such as the detection and location of nicks, run-
out, and tooth-thickness average.

The single flank rolling test, previously not
effective because of signal processing limita-
tions, has now become viable. Testers are now
available which can detect nicks and the likeli-
hood of gear whine, as well as measure the
errors in angular velocity of the transmitted
motion.

The angular velocity errors are further ana-
lyzed in the frequency domain to' separate out
the component frequencies contributing to the
overall transmission errors. Further analysis to
associate angular velocity variations with the
number of teeth presentallows each individual
error component. to be analyzed as a function of
rotational speed. This gives powerful knowl-
edge to the gear engineer, who can then use this
information to eliminate the causes of gear
noise and vibration.

Conclusions
Although the aims of gear metrology have not

changed, the equipment and methods now avail-
able to the gear metrologist have given him/her
very powerful tools with which to measure gears.

The new gear metrology machines can mea-
sure many, if not all, the parameters of a gear
much more quickly and with more confidence
than ever before. Measurements previously con-
sidered too difficult for routine application can
new be performed easily.

Computershave played a major part in mak-
ingthese advances possible. They have made the
control. of CNC 3-D GMMs and CMMs pos-
sible, as well as the collection and storage of
large amounts of data. Their unbiased assess- Reprinted/rom Vol. ME J'5, No.1. 1989. Transactions 0/
ment of this data" together with the clear presen- Mechanical Engineering, "Special Issue: Gearing," The

ration of the results. has given much faster and Institution of Engineers, Australia. Used witn permission.

wider access to the results of gear metrology.
This access has enabled much more effective
action to be taken to minimize the errors found.

However, these advances should betempered
with caution, as the new machines are essen-
tially only as good as the software driving them
and the people operating them ..It is very easy to
have blind faith in impressively presented re-
sults. buta wary eye must be kept out for hidden
sources of error. 1.1
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(Continued/rom page 7)

We know marketing works for other products

and companies, When we bear a flame like

Mercedes Benz, Craftsman, or Tiffany ,s,.we know

we're dealing with the top of the line. For ex-

ample, even if we don 'tknow anything about

fine jewelry, the flame Tiffany reassures us that

we're dealing with not just a reputable business,

but one with a long-standing history of quality

and customer service.

Name recognition like that doesn't come eas-

ily, A cempany has to have the products and

services to back it up, Mercedes Benz does build

some ofthe best cars in the world; Craftsman tools

bought 50 years ago through the catalogare still

PUBLISHER'S PAGE

working just fine, and if one breaks, you can still

return it to Sears for a new one, no questions asked,

But once you have earned such recognition,

it's worth its weightin gold. Joe's Jewelry may be

selling the same diamonds as Tiffany's - crystal-

lized carbon is crystallized carbon, after all - but

Tiffany's ha a reputation. Buyers get more than

just another ring in that pale blue Tiffany's box.

They gel a sense of confidence and well-being

about the purchase on which it is hard to put a

dollar value. Such a reputation is the result of

36 GHR TECHN.OLOGY

years of careful planning and performance based

on the fine-tuned combination of disciplines called

marketing.

I don't think marketing is a cure-all. for what

ails the gear industry - or any oilier business, Jar

thaa matter. Any image has to have something

substantial to back it up. The basics of business

are still building the best product you know how

to build at the most competitive prioe.

But your company's reputation and image are

important. too. These are assets every bit as valu-

able as your factories, your machine ,your em-

ployees, and.your expertise, and you should work

as hard at making the most of them as you do all

the others .. Perhaps some of our disappointing

sales figures are the result ofthinking like Joe at

the jewelry store. We too have let the other guy

develop the reputation of being THE place togo

[0 get the product.

In today's competitive climate. we have to use

every asset at our disposal to survive. much less

get ahead. Maybe now we need to overcome

some of our aversion to the "soft" science of

marketing andleam to capitalize on our names

and our images.

Teaching your customers to think of your

product as the equivalent of Craftsman or

Mercedes Benz won't solve all your problems,

Living up to a reputation like that is also a

challenge. But it is one of rue many challenges

you have to meet if you're going to survive illl

today 's business climate.

Michael Goldstein

Pubhsher/Bditor-in-Chief
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Just 2 of the many reasons
to choose Mitsubishl

Gear Cutting Machine Tools

#1 A small shop with big results

"We bought our Mitsubishi GB 15 Gear Hobber
based on the additional jobs it would allow us to
handle. For example, we were recently able to take
on a job for a transmission company -- a 10 key
spline, 3-112" in diameter, 7- to 8-inches in length.
The lead tolerance was 0.00 1" along the length of the
spline. We've been meeting the specs and the
deadlines--no problem.

"But in addition to the new jobs, it's also outper-
forming our conventional hobber at least 2-to-]'! We
get better tum-around and better overall quality, The
solid construction and 5-axis controls make it one of
the best machine investments we've got. Ever since
we installed the new machine, we've been getting a
steady stream of new work, and everybody's happy."

=Plant Manager at a small
precision gear producer

#.2 A large company with no room for error

"We manufacture high precision electric motors
and require tolerances of AGMA 8 and AGMA 10.
We started working with the Mitsubishi OB 10 Gear
Hobber based on our earlier successes with their
grinders. (We've just purchased our third and have
had zero downtime attributable to the machine tool.)

"And the CNC is so easy to use we're doing
virtually all of our programming right on the floor.

"But what we found most impressive about the
Gear Hobber is the amazing ea e of set-up and
savings in changeover time. These days we can
change from spur to helical gear in 114 the time it
used to take, That's saving us 75% in time, right up
front. We can do very different gears, very fast. with
exceptional quality."

=Manufacturing Engineer
at a leading manufacturer of
electric motors

Thisis... , MITSUB,laHI
._"--.. - I~NTERN'ATIONAL CORiPORATION

Machine Toolll[)ivision
1500 Michael Dr., Wood Dale, IL 60191
Phone: (708) 860-42.20

CIRCLE A·33 on READER: REPLY CARD,
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WMW:NILES - recogni2:ed areund the wor1dfor
excellen.ce in spur and helical gear generaung
grinders. Only NIUES lets,you select from both
high precision p,Les and field-proven eNCs
equipped with electronic gear boxes.

The NILES ONO 'Gear Grinder eliminates change
gears for fasterset~ups" and auto.maticaUy
checks input data f'or conectness within permis~
sibl'e, parameters. Plain language, programming
and a. library ,of pre-programmed cycles further
ease set-up, and 'operation. Automatic whee'
wear compensation and an optionall 2~or 4~axis.
CNe w:heel ,dresser is,availabl'e.

The NILES 'gear ,generatingl process is the fastest
and most cost ,effective method for grinding
smalll and medium production runs, Grinding
q,uaUityto A.GMA14 andl better 'can be real-
iz.ed on 'gears with outsid'e, diame\ersfrom
24M to 137-,

WMW MACHINERY INC.
570 Bladley- Hill Road

Blauvelt, New York 10913
914 358-3330· Fax914358-2378

Telex 4756017 III
CIRCLE ".-11 on READER REPLY CAiRD

s-rANDARD
,UNIT

OPTIONAL
,E'QUIPMIE'NT -- F'LEXIBLE

SYSTEM

ADDITIONAL OPTION'S
.. Dust Collectors
.. CNC Conttol's
* Autoload/unload

.FEATURES
___ -:it Options ,Instal'!and ,Remove

in Seconds. » .. Multiple Operations in
one ICycle

.. fD/OD Debur.ring

James Engineel:ing.4132 Pearl Street .. Bouidsl. CD'B0301 • (303)'444-6337 • Fax ,(303)'.444-656'
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Gear Inspection Chart
Evaluation; Specifying

Unusual Worm Gear Sets

Question: Wbenevalua.ting charts
from a gear inpeclion machine. it is
sometimes found that the full length
of the pr,onle trace ary, and 'that
sometimes they are less than the
length ofactilre profile (above start of
aettve profile-SAP) by up to .20%,.
Tb,i ' eonditlen could be caused by a.
concentricity error between tooth
grinding and shaping, or by unequal
sl,ock removal when grinding. (See
Fig.l,.) Is it ,possible thaI, some of the
variation is coming; from the lnspec-
lion machine? How can variafion
from the inspection machine be reo
duced?

Wililen looking at Fig. l, the minus
Slack shows near the start of active
profile (SAP). sometimes above and

IRobert IE,Smith
'William IL,Janninck

would only work for cutting a given
tooth number. Aliso if there were runoat
of the blank between the cutting and
grinding operation, the height of the
undercut. would be different in each
tooth. Some would dean up and othcn
would not.

If everything were theoretically cor-
rect, but the operator didn't divide the
stock equally between sides. the under-
cut would show on one set of flanks.
onl.y (e.g., the right flanks). That is not
the case ill Fig ..1, Some teeth look good
on both sides, and some look bad 0.11

both sides. Therefore. I must assume
that the operator did divide SLade the
001 he could. and that runout did exist
some place in the process between cut-

ting and grinding of the teeth. Also,
sometimes below the line .. This is an given the fact Ihat Ihe tips all line up on
undercut of the teeth ..When producing th.e chart, I don 'I believe that the in-
gears with at maU number of teeth, this
can bea natural result ofthe trochoid
generated by the cutting toot However,
the gear we are discussing had 3 ~teeth,
so the undercut must be from inten-
tional. protuberance built. into the pre-
grind haping '001. Theoretically, if the
cutter were designed correctly. this
would clean up to iii nice blend in the
grinding operation. From a practical
standpoint, this probably win never
happen. The amount of protuberance
would have to be just right, stock divi-
ion evenly balanced, and the tool

spection machine Is at fault in (hi ca e.
However, there are orne problem

with the data furnished by the gear
maker. and there are some thing that
can happen on the inspection machine
to make the data faulty. First, the gear
maker supplied charts without any ab-
stantiating scale factors or reference
marks on it. The buyer of the gear put
!he dotted SAP line on by counting
down from the tips of the teeth, This
would only be correct if the gear OD
were oorrect. The chart maker should
mark at lea t one reference point for

Address; your Igearing 'question
tal our panel o,f experts, Wrn,e
to them care 01 Shop Floor.
Gear T,eclhno,l,ogy .•.P'"iQ. B:ox
1426. IHk GfiOve ViUalgle, IL.
160009'. ercall our e'dito:ri:allstaff
at i(7'08),437-16604 ..

Ro~ber1E..Smith
is the principal in R.E.
S'lIilll ,oi Co. tne., gear
consultants in Rochester,
NY. H~ has over 50 years'
experience in gearing
method. manufacture, and
research.

William L Janninck
is a ronsultant for trw.
illinois Tools. a division of
Illinois Tool Works. Inc.
He has nearty 40 years'
experience in gear
engineering and manufac-
lilTing anti is the author of
IlllmerorIJ articles 011'
gearing subjects,
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degrees 'Ofron 'Orbase tangent length.
such as pitch diameter, SAP, etc. The
chart maker should also. put scale fac-
tors an a chart for profile dev iations (X)
and degrees of roll or base tangent length
CY). A chart that is unmarked is worth-
less to. anyone the next day.

The inspection machine and record-
er calibration could also be off as far as
base tangent length is concerned. An-
other potential. source of error in base
tangent length (or degree of ron) evalu-

Life of tbe gear set relates to sur-
face durability and bending strength.
Undercut will cause a reduction of
bending strength. Whether this is se-
rious or not depends on your design
and application. If you have not ex-
perienced any breakages. it may not be
a serious problem. ]f your design is
borderline for strength, then it would
be of concern,
To address questions to Mr. Robert E.
Smith. circle Reader Service No. 78..

~X1 fy
t

'+1-, r+

Fig. ]

arion would be a worn. stylus. A warn
stylus will give errors in the starting
point of non-involute parts of a gear
profile. such as tip modification and
undercut. The best way to qualify a
machine for this problem is to. use a nOI1-
involute master as well as an involute
master for calibration. Such masters are
called pin masters or fIank masters. They
will quickly show a.problem with stylus
wear and placement relative to the mas-
ter or theoretical base disk and tangent

Question: .Howshould this undercut
be evaluated lin relation to perfor-
mance and life?

Performance, in my mind, is related
to noise or vibration (transmission er-
ror). If the undercut is severe and uses
up 20% of the active profile as the
questioner says, there could be loss of
contact ratio and, therefore, loss of
smooth motion. For the amount shown

in Fig. 1, it sho uld make onl yan insig ~
nificant difference,
40 0 EAR T f C H N 0 LOG V

Question: Many of the gear sets
manufactured by gear shops are of
very low qluantity, even as I.ittle as
only one set .. These are used fre-
quentlyas replacement gearing for
equipment breakdown and repairs.
Along with the usual spur, helii:cal,
and worm gear sets that are needed,
there is also a demand for some of
the rather unusual designs, such as
dual lead worm gear sets, double
enveloping worm gear seta.and
barrelled ceupling parts ..How does
one layout and specify these,aod
can they be cut on conventional gear
shop equipment?

Dual Lead Worm Gear Sets
Dual lead worm gear sets are some-

what special, since the worm has a
different lead for the right and left flank.
A conventional worm has the same
lead on both flanks. The name dual lead
is preferred. but we have seenpart prints
labelled as "tapered lead worm", yet
the configuration is identical. The out-

side diameters and root diameter are
cylindrical, and the wonn thread thick-
ness increases progressively from one
end to the other. The purpose of these
worm gear sets is to control or minimize
backlash by axially advancing the worm
relative to the wheel. The increasing
thickness of the thread displaces the
lash. Subsequent wear, which gradually
increases lash, can periodically be ad-
justed out. These sets are typically used
in indexing applications, including the
main indexing drive in gear hobbing
machines.

One method for specifying this type
of set is to first establish the dimensions
for a normal worm and gear pair, all
dimensions being set according to the
standard procedure and proportions, The
basic lead established for the wonn
then becomes the helix that passes
through the middle of the worm thread,
and each flank lead is then made slightly
longer and shorter than the basic by an
equal amount. This is determined to
suit the amount of thinning required
from the thin to the thick end of the
worm. Holding the warm pitch diam-
eterand the adjusted lead for each flank,
the right side and left side lead angles
are determined. Each flank has separate
dimensions. and the worm can be pro-
duced by thread milling, thread grind-
ing, or thread chasing using two sepa-
rate setups and passes, one for each
flank, verifying thread thickness from
end to. end to complete the worm. All
the operations use conventional cul-
ting equipment.

The mating worm gear is also differ-
ent in specification from flaak to flanJ<.
with each being conjugate toits mating
worm flank. If desired. a special dual
lead worm gear hob can be used, and
the gear is cut by the usual infeeding
process, Each flank of the hob, which
simulates the dual lead worm, gener-
ates each mating flank. As is usual in
worm and gear cutting, the set should
be run together ana tester or fixture or
tried in a gear box to assure a proper



match. The gear and worm mu t be
properly 'oriented, and the worm axially
located for proper fitting.

If one i making only a set or two,
they can also be fly-cut using a tan-
gential-feed-equipped hobber. Again
tile machine must be geared separately
for each flank, making a separate pass
for each one. Finallfitting must again be

checked on a 'lester or fixture.
Double Enveloping Worm

Oear Sets
Double enveloping worm gears, that

is, those sets wherejhe worm has an
hourglass form or throat, as well as a
throat on the mating worm gear, are aot
readily duplicated using conventional
gear cutting machines. Their primary
purpo e i increased load capacity or
compactness. They can by layed out for
specifications by duplicating the geo-
metric shape of the pan to. be replaced,
maintaining center distance and part.
diameter and holding the number of

SHOP'FLOOR
starts and teeth.

Hourglass worms can be machined
ona regular hobber by putting a cutter
or bladed ,cutler assembly on the usual
workgear location on the hobberand
mounting the wonn blank: in the hob
arbor location, The cutter is then fed
radiaUy intc the WORn blank producing
an hourglass Conn. The cutter may beof
solid construction in high-speed teel
with straight-sided teeth spaced around.
or may be made of an assembly of tool.
points locked ina supporting body.
Proper blade location is essential
whether cutting single or multiple stan
wonns .. Grindingan hourgla s wonn
does require special machines and
cannot be done on conventional hob-
bing rnachinery.

Cutting the gear is another matter,
andevenif'an hourglass shaped hob
were available, some addlnonal rna-
ehine motions are essential After the
hob i fed to proper depth, the gear
blank must be rotationally advanced

. ~mone
GEA'R DESIGN·CAL'CUILATIONI
SO F TWA R E

How does it work'?
ftRS!I'

You define for eaoh par:am.eter,. :5uch --
rll1io. center distance. pressure ~gle.

etc., III convenient set oli'v,Blues '!hltt :you
are reaJlyable 10 use.

SECONO
You define your performance needs

Life.S;:!~ft;~~bfli~~i:t:L~~
Level and Operating Conditions.

TH.JRD
You wait. a few seconds until diseng

finds out the best solution to your
specifi.c problem within your particular

- possibilities.

e
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American Hauter. L.P.
Axicon Gear Company
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James Engineering
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Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Niagara Gear
Normae
Packer Engineering
Pfauter Maag Cutting Tools, .P.
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Proflle Engineering. Inc.
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GEAR TECHNOLOGY IS
LOOKING FOR ...

A FEW GOOD AUTHORS

f you have an article on a technique,
process, research project, or other idea
of interest to individuals who buy or
cut gears,. please ,sene!it ito us. Share
your expertise with the industry, Send
Y0II! completed article or an outline to
GEAR TECHNOLOGY, P.O. Box
1425, Elk Grove Village. IL, 60009, or
call!(70S) 437-6604 for a copy OfOUI

-Wrieers' Guidelines.

When C;llass A. is the
minlimum req,uirementu!!
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.,••insiist 0.=,_1'QOO/ove.rificalion.
Meeling customer
demands for total q,uality
requires hobs tMt meet
the tests eve.ry time.
GM'I-FHUSA 'hobs, solid
or inserted blad'e, are
funy iinspected wiltll the-
latest K1ingelnbergl CNC
techniques. lrs your
assurance andLour guarantee of total quality.
Don't settle for less-specify GMI-FHUSA hobsl

GMI-FHUSA CaU (708) 986·1858' FAX (708)986-0756
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and retarded for a trimming cur.on each
flank. If this operation is neglected, the
extra benefits and increased capaciryof
the double enveloping set may be cern-
pletely negated. All of my personal
efforts to cut the mating worm gear by
conventional hobbing, even on single
start sets, has been unsuccessful.

h may be a beuer choice to go to the
original manufacturer of the gears and
procure a proper replacement. They
have the necessary special worm and
gear cutti.ng and grindi ng machines. the
hob manufacturing capability, and the
technology to produce the e sets.

Under c-ertain circumstances, a tem-
porary or interim fix may be to replace
the double enveloping set with a con-
ventional cylindrical worm. set

Ba.rreHed. or Crowned
'Coupling Splines

Barrelled or crowned coupling spline
also can be dimensioned by copying the
damaged part •but cannot be produced

-- -

SHO'PFLOOR
on a standard. conventiorral hoober
without making orne ub tantial modi-
flcations, It i necessary to make the hob
change center distance with Ille part. as it
is fedl along the part axis. This can be
done by using a cam and follower
mechanism or, if using a numerically
controlled machine, by programming a
rise and fall ofthe hob on the machine,
such as is done in crown hobbing gear
parts. We have een some of the e pari
made first by hobbing the spline and
then clearing away each end by form
mining. leaving a small narrow tooth
land. Functionally short term resalts
were good.

If at all possible, it is best to try to
procure tiles parts from the original
source, where they have the special
tooling and machinery 1:0 produce the
parts properly .•

To address questions 10 Mr. William t:
Janninck. please circle Reader Service
No ..79.



BOURN&. ;KOCH MACHINE TOOL CO .•
a manufacturer of precision products since W9!7S,
adds new dimen ions [0 the Hobber & Shaper
line acquired rmm ..Barber- Colman Com,pany.
Tapered Root spline hobbing, automatic hob
clamping. and water soluable coolaru capabilities
are our standard options.

Model U»HCNC-S6

16HCNC Series
Available in 16..36 and 56 Models
Max. Work Diameter 16"
Max ..Work Lenglh 16",36".56"
Max. Hob Diameter 6"
Max ..Hob Length ..."." "' iii
Crowning, Double Cuuing, Radial!
Tangential worm gear cycles.

The machines are controlled by a 32 bit NUM
760E Gear Hobbing CNC Control.ler which 'is
especially de ignedfor hobbing.

Model300HCNC
.300HCNC Series
Available in 300, 4OO,and 600 Model
Max. Work Diarnetee .." 12". 16",25"
Max. Work Length 40", 48"', 1.44"
Max. Hob Diameter 6"
Max. Hob Length 7"
Also offers Carbide HobbLngcapabil.ities.

bOURn
& ...OCI-I
tmacHlnE!TDCL cc.
251)] Kishwaukee Street
Rockford. IL 61104
(815) 965-4013
Fax (815)965-0019



ADVERTORIAL

Tired·-- I ,~f--S-I 1--1. - •• - th Tr,11T.. 0 I. moo Wfi.__

and Poor Performance?
LET OUR QUIIET GEAIAS SPEAK FOR TM'IEMSELVES!I

Forest City Gear was started in 1953 and has '
been continually serving both the Aerospace and
Commercial Gear Industry maintaining the high-
est level. of quality available in the fine and
medium pitch gear business. JEa:r.lyon we decided
to be a cut above the competition by purchasing
new gear cutting and gear inspection equipment
whill:econfining our business 10 producing gear
only. This new equipment allows Forest City 1

Gear to have technical capabilities only a few
very large captive hops enjoy.

Ask these questions about your current gear
supplier:

Do theyha ve CNC analyticalinspectioa equ ip-
ment for checking gears and worms to millionths
increments, even if they don't grind gears.

Do they have CNC hobbing equipment?
Do they have CNC shaping equipmem?
Do they have CNC automatic loading equip-

ment?
Dolihey crown hob or single index cut?
Do they hard cut gears from the soiid to the fifty

rockwell range?
Dothey have automatic loading gear hobbers

w.ith muldple cut capability?
Can your gear bouse carbide re-hob ( kive)

parts to 160 RC with automatic loading?
Doe your gear source have double flank rol,l

checking ability to analyze statistically all wiling
elements such as Total Composite Error, tooth to
tooth error run out and center distance?

Does your vendor upportthe gear equipment
with new CNC miUing machines, new grinders
and new cross grinding honing equipment?

Does your gear manufacturer have $7,OOOwonh
of extensive gear analysis software?

Does your gear house talk to you about gear
blank quality?

Does your gear producer welcome hiscompeti-
tors to ee the late, t staee-of-the-art equipment?

Will your' upplier do one piece or a mjJ]ion.
with the last one ju t as the first one?

Does your gear house supply a. whole lot of
other gear producers?

lDoes your gear source periodically send their
people to gear naming schools and clinics?

Is your gear house a member of AGMA?
Is your gear house modernizing it plant facil-

ity and doubling the manufacturing floorspace?
We believe there are many excellent gear com-

panies. but with any supplier other than Forest
City Gear, we doubt you could answer all of the
above question affirmatively.

In fact, for the strength of the American Gear
Industry we hope that many of our competitors
will follow our foot teps, Of course, we don't
intend to top, so they will have to take aim at an
advancing target.

just one more question. Can your gear hou e
perform miracles? We can't. either. !Despite our
customers' hope, we don't have a magic wand.
We simply r Il up our sleeves and give you our
best honest effort.

We like to think of ourselves as "A 'Gear
Company's Gear Company."

For further information about Fore: t City Gear,
call us at (815) 623-2168, or come visit our plant
at .1.17.1S Mam Street. Roscoe, tiL61073.

OIRCLE MI' ,on READ~R: REPLY CAROl



Tired of rejects?

Tired of madequate
inspection capabilities7

Tired of promises
and no action7

Tired of qear suppliers
that make you look bad7

Ti:red of ,Just
s,m'ooth ta'l'k?

'O,u,r quiet ge'ars
do a'I'1 't'h'e

talki'ng "'or us!
Crown Hobbinq for noise reduction

and misaUgnment compensation.

Hard hobbing w,ith carbide hobs after
heat treat as a substitute for 'gear grinding'.

CNC Mobbing and shaping alignment proqrarns
for varying teeth and pitches and

special forms such as tl'exible couplings or
high helix worms and camshafts.

FOREST CITY GEAR
P.O. ,BOX 80
11 71 5 MAIN 5T.
ROSCOE. It 61 0'73
,IB1S) 623~21' 68
FAX t81' 5J 623-662.0
CIRCLE A·t2oIlIREADER REPLY CARD'



SAVE 20%
.ON GEAR ICOSTS

The size and weight ,of gea,rsetscan
now Ibereducedl20 t.o,50% Ibyswitching
til the newZero Transmission Error (ZTE)
gearing, the first toothed gearing that
has no significant dynamic Ijnc(,ement.
ZTE spur involute gear sets halve much
gr,eat.'erpowerdensitytiha1n conventional
helical gears and nQ,significam whine
or rattle at any sp'e'ed or any load,
Specify the! best, because it is also the
least expensi,ve'.

AxicQn Gear Company
P.Il. Box. 9122

Berkeley, CA 94709:
,(510) 843-8300

CIRCLE A-22 on READER IREPI. Y 'CARll

HEAT TREATING

IContour Induction
'Hardeningl S,pecialists

,Spu!' helical andbevel'gea/S

Our 'gear hardening equipment
includes,* NATCO submerged
process machines andl3 AJAX
CNC-controlled ,gear scanning
machines. We can also tool to
meet any production need.
Wrftelor a. Iree brochure.

American IMetall1TreatingllCompany
il043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland,OH 441113:

(216),431-4492
Fa"e: (216143,1-11508

'C'IRCLE A·25 on READER IREP,I.Y 'CARD

RIlles: Line Classified - per inch - S190. 'Classified Di~pl~y - per i!1ch(J" min.) lX-SJ50. 3X·SI40. ,6·
$130. Type will be set to advertiser's layout Of Gear Techn%SY will . et iype at no, extra charge.
P'aymtnl: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or VisaIMasertcardiAmcrican
E~press number and expiration date 10: Gear Technology. P.O. Box 1421>.Elk ..Grove Village. IL. 60009.
AgencyCommi.ssion.:' Ic agency commission on cl ssified .' 'I .lerlals.DeadUne:Ad must be received
by the 25th or the month. 11,110 months prior 1.0 publication. Aceeptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or reject classified advertisement ill his discretiou.
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FEllOWS GEAR: MEASURING
IN,VIlUJiE - LEA.D• INDEX· COMPOSITE

AIRCR_AfT IQUALITYREB UIU!IING
I

We Will.b.ri~.g even the oldest instrumentintn the I

90's WIth Improvements thai ADOWORTHand
• INCREASE RELIABILITY

* IMPROVEGEAR ANALYSIS
* EASEOPERATION

Ollr MA.STER. assemblymen blend the traditions
of scrapinq and fitting with new age mechanics

am! electronics, literally PUSHING the limits
of ACCURACY.

ICIIMPL£TE F1EUJ SEI'tVlCE
• Instrument. Evaluation, Repair, and Transport '
* Certification to MIL-STD,Traceable to N.l.S.T.

ProfileEngineerng Inc.
lDO River Street

Springfield,VT 05156
802-885-9176

Fax 802-885-3745

CIRCLE A.-23 on IREADER REPLY CARD

PACKEIR E'N'GINE.ERI'NG
708!505·57.22,ext. 214

BOX 353. NAPERVillE, IlL 60566

GIEAR. TESTING AND'
IDESIGN FACILilTIES

• GEAR,DESIGN (NOISE· STRENGTH).
• 'ROTATING GEAR (TORQU.E - SPEED

CONTROL) TEST MACHINES.
.' SINGLElOOTH BENDING FATIGUE

TESTING.
.' STATISTICAL PLANNING - ANALYSIS.
.' WROUGHT STIEELS, SIN'JERED

METALS, NON-METALLIIC MArlS.
.' CAD' FACILITIES FOR LOW COST

SET·UP,
• CUSTOM TEST MACHINE DESIGN.
• EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL.

CIRCLE A·26 on READER REPLY CARD,

To,advenise in :Gear Technol'ogy
call (11J8·t431-661J4.

GEAR INSPECTION
REPAIR, REBUilD, UPDATE

Improve your gear inspection by
enhancing your present instru-
ments, We can do il for you with
factory trained personnel.
We certify. repair, and rebuild
Illitron, lead. involute. tooth space
and gear charters. You'll get
prompl service at reasonable
price - plu "like new" perfor-
mance' from your equipment,

PHO'N,E708377-2496
FAX. 708377-:254'6e Manufactured

Gea~ & Ga. ge, Inc.
P.O. Box 7155

- Elgin, IL 60121
CIRCLE A·2A on' READER REPLY CARD

GEAR, TOOTH
GRINDIING SERVICES

• Production and Prototype Quantities
• Specialists in Gear Tooth Grinding
• ,Able to match delivery to your needs
• Gear Tooth Grinding Ca.pacity to 27.'5,

inch pitch diameters
• AU services to AGMA standards

CERTIFIED GEAH IINSPECTIIlN'

IP,RO·'GEARCOMPANY,INC.
23 Dick Road

D,epew, NY 141)43
Phone 1716),,684-38111

!Fax (716) !684·77H
Sales Reps. Wanted

CIRCLE A-:27 on READER REPLY CARD,

I f-IELP \,vAN'"fED

D SIC ENGL ... .EE:R. 'SSO.OOO Hellc'" ODd Spur
~ROCF. .. [~"iG.II'oEER 5.000.
SR. PRIlD' cr 55' RANCElQLIAUIT
ENG[ . . R. SS2.lXJQ , ...... fl Goo",
j\'IAUFM:Tl'IU'G MGEK: $15.000. Ainnfl
Gem or Pn:c''i;1L1fl Mxhnting.

I Ann HUD ....''"uc!ker. El.rel I'\nncml-cs
[>,0. Bo 5211. C<>fIl<r, •• TN l8"O IH-lI:520
(9011157-9bOQ FAX ('J0117:54-289fo



SERVICE
GEAR SOFTWARE FOR PC's

* GEAR MANUFACTURING
· Change' gear selection
· Gear calcs: overpin, span, more
. !Reverse ,engineering,llob·to-gear
.IFuIi form ,grinding software

• GEAR GEOMETRY
· Mating form generation: racks •.
worms, gears on parallel or
crossed axes-exact 3D math

· Form modificati ens on gear te e-Ih
· Compatible with most CMI systems

"GRAPHICS
· Screen graphics; zoom, pan, more
· PI'otter graphics

SOFTWARE IENGINEERING, SERVICE
2801 Rldll9' I\verrue'

I IRockford.IL 61103
.

fAX.IPhone (8151963·1760
CIRCLE A-.ll8 onl READER: REPLY CARD
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IGround Gear
Specia Ilsts

• Reishauer RZ300E gear
,grinders

.' lManufacturingspur, helical,
and pump gears

• To AGMA class 15 with
crowning

.' lNital etch inspection
• Chartingl a.l/ailable

941 Military Rd .. BuHaJo•.NY 1'42.17 ,
Phone: (716) 874-3131 Fax: (716) 874-90031

CIRCLE A-29 on R.EA'DER REPLY CARD

SPIRAL
BEVEL

GEARS

CAUFORNIA IBE.VEl'GEA.R~ INC.
1660 Ma.bl.!ry Road

SanJose,CA 95133
4()8.258-72t2

fax 408-258-7335
Sales reps. wanled

, Range up to 16 mod - 850 mmeta,
• MachIne with specIal large !>plndle bore 8'
o Small balCh Quantity
• Early delivary
o Angular splral bevels,
, Formate, CUlling 01large diameter gears for

pcotOlype
• Redeslgn 01spiral systems available
, Maintenance requ'rement can be made Irom

yoorsamples
" Can mal(e c1raWing from sample

OIFlCllE ,1..30 on READER, REPL'f CAlm
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CALENDAR

U'1.e power transmission field 811d in
the U.S. by AGMA and ASME-'GRt
Topic include gear geometry .•
wormgears, transmissien element •
chains. lubrieation, materials, noise
Bind vibration, testing, and applica-
tions, Contact: MCI (CMET) Tel: 33
142.'94.27.67. FAX:.3.3 142.93.29.67.

APRIL 5.', 1992
A'GMA"·· 20th Gear Manufacturing
Symposium. Indianapoli ,IN. Semi-
nars on numerous aspects of geer
manufacturing and design ..For more
information. contact AGMA Head-
quarters, 1500 King St., Suite 201,
Alexandria, VA 22314. Phone: (7003)
684-0:n 1 Dr FAX; (703,) 684-00242.

APRIL U-l'6, 1992
C[MEdesigl1 '92. COBO Hall, De-
troit. MI. Computer-Integrated
Manufacturing and Engineering De-
sign Exposition and Conference, This
is the first major event. devoted ex-
elusively to computer systems for en-
gineering design and! manufacturing.
Twenty-four tutorials and series of
full-day courses for mechanical de-
sign and manufacturing engineers.
Sponsored by ASME. For more in-
formation, contact: Joe Baxter, CIME!
design. PH: (215) 4144-9690 001' FAX
(2[5) 444-9583..

Shows, and Conferences
NOVEMBER 19~2]

Design/West Plant/West. Anaheim
Convention Center, Anaheim. CA.
Large. t plant and de ign engineering
exposition in Califorraa. It will, encom-
pass OEM products, services, and com-
puter design system, as well a prod-
ucts and ervices for manufacturing fa-
ciliues. For more information. contact
Dan Belmont. Show Manager, (203)
352-8372.

NOVEMBER 24~26
.l'SME International Conference on
Motion and Power Transmissions.
Him hirna, Japan. Thisconference cov-
ers aU aspects of motion and power
tum mi sian systems Uteory and appli-
cations. For more infcrmation coatact:
Prof. Ai.zoh Knbo, Dept. of Precision
Mechanics, Kyoto University, Kyoto,
606 Japan, FAX: (Japan) 75-77] -7286.
TELEX: 5423]]5 ENG KU J ..

NOYEMBER/DECEMBER ,Igl ,4·]'

DECEMBER 41-6
Univer .ity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
Three-day seminar 00 "Flmdan1en'l.aJls
ef Gear Design." For engineers who
design or specify gear or gear drives,
maintenance and process engineers,
systems designers, and purcha ing
agent. Contact Richard O. Albers.
Center fot Connnuing Engineering Edu-
cation, U W-M, (4~4) 227-3125.

FEBRUARY 12-14, 1992
3rd World Congres 011 Gearing and
Power Transmissions. Palais de
Congres, Paris, France. Sponsored by
major international organization in



number of teeth, etc) in conventional gear IDJIJI.1!J-

facturing tenninology. The software then converts
these inputs into the data required by the
FORMASTERin the form of an NC program. This
program can be saved for fuwre use or _ent by WLI"C
connection [0 the FORM ASTER'S control system
for immediate use. In addition to computing atrue
involute profile, this oftware also enables flexible
root zone and protuberance profiling.The user can
also define in great detail the specialized geom-
etries of root and tip modifications, true involute
modification, multiple break points tor varying
modification amount', complete "barrel" shaped
profiles, and exponential modification,

The application of CNC wheel profiling offers
orne major advantage to gear manufacturers in-

cluding dramatically reduced grindingcosts, in-
creased pmductivity, and product quality im-
provements. The application of Uris technology is
relatively simple and fast to accomplish; installa-
tion and training are usually completed in less than
a week. Because of the major reduction in grinding
costs realil;· d with the FORMiAS:rER, the payback
period on the equipment investment is surprisingly
. hort; in ome case asliule as two or three months!

To, get more information about the
FORMASTER, or to arrange a demonstration,
contact: Normae, Inc., P,O. Box 69, Arden, N.t.
28704; phone: (704) 684-1002; fax: (704) 684-
[384 or Nonnac, lnc., P,O, Box 20i7, Northville,
MT48167; phone: (313) 349·2644; fax: (313) 349-
1440.

ADVERTORIAL

CNC Wheel Profiling in
Gear Grinding Applications

In 1984. Normae. Inc. introduced the
FORMASTER CNC Grinding Wheel. profiler, a
CNC dressing device for retrofit to existing grind-
ing machines. Because of its superior accuracy,
ease of installation, and relatively low price, the
FORMASTER gained rapid aeeeptanee in a wide
variety of industries and applications. Gear grind-
ing is among '!hemost succes ful and advantageous
application of the FORMASTER, inclndlog gear
grinding machine builder that are incorporating
Normae's FORMASTERin their new machines as
well as retrofitting older equipment with new
technology.

As a result of the gearindastry'sneed 10 more
accurately profile wheel on botIrJnew and older
grinding equipmeat, Normae now offers a com-
plete wheel.dres ing retrofit system for parallel axis
gear grinding, Thi package can be in talled on
nearly any grinder, and wiU profile boih aluminum
oxide anddressable CBN grinding wheel, Included
are the FORM ASTER dresser, the computer nu-
merical control system, and off-line program gen-
eration software for both 'external and internal
involute gears,

The FORMASTER is capable of dressing virtu-
ally.any fonn if il i provided with the proper data.
Obtaining this data can be a tedious, if not nearly
impossible. ta k, To enhance the FORMASTER'S
value to gear producers, Normac has developed
application software that runs on an IBM-PC
compatible computer that completely removes the
burden of complicated math ealcuiations and NC
programming. The user is prompted bythe pro-

gram to input various gear data (i,e, diametral piteh,

,48: G E ... RTf. C H N 0 LOG V
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Mitsubishi
Shapes the World of Gears ...
When it comes to gear making, Mitsubishi offers it all.
Hobbers, shapers and shavers. All CNCcontroHed, and
all built for high speed, accuracy and reliability. Mit-
subishi has become an innovator in gear manufactur-
ing technology through research, testing and
production.

For single-source, turn-key applications, Mitsubishi also
manufactures gear hobs, shaper cuttersand shaving
cutters, as well as fixtures and automatic part loaders.
Add to this the engineering support you 'dexpect from
an industry leader, and you have true one source gear
manufacturing supply.

The machines, the tooling and the engineering sup-
port. All from one source. All from
the world authority on gear
man ufacturing-Mitsubishi.
For more information,
call (708) 860-4222.

CNC Lathes. Cylindrical

Grinders
Speclal·Purpose Gear Making freel.lon
Mlcfwle foote Machme TOol:!! Culling 1'0011

CIRCLE A-41on READER REPLY CAFID J..............--------'-'-----~~~~-~~~~--~

Heavy DU'r
'Machine Too~-s

Machuling Ce~ler5 FMS

, IMitsubishi Interna't:ional ,Co,rIPo,rationl
.... _ 1500 Michael Drive, Suite IE,Wood Dale, IL 60191 Phone: (708)860-4222



form ia com~_,.
CBN grindina WMe.
DURABLE
Totally sealed and air
purged, the FORMASTER
is well suited to production
environments.

Made in U.S.A. Patent No. 4.559.919

Normae, Incorporated 'N' Nonnac, Incorporated
P.O. Box 69· Arden. NC 28704 ~ P.O. Box 207· Northville, MI48167

Phone (704) 684-1002· Fax (704) 684-1384 NORMAe, INC. Phone (313) 349-2644· Fax (313) 349-1440

com-
........... es it easy

•. illitlllll on nearly any
grinding machine, usually
in less than a day.

EASY TO USE
Straightforward two axis
programming can be
learned quickly by
production personnel. p,e.
software is also available
for generating involute
gear profile programs.

CIRCLE .0..-20on READER REPLY CARD'


